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OBJCf
It is the objecve of ths document to provide the City of Cheyenne with a comprehensive
Wellhead Protecon Plan to protec the groundwater resources used by its citiens for
drig water, The pla wi follow the requiements outled in the Wyoming Wellead
Protection Progr Guidace Document (WPGD).

DESCRION OF TH CHYENN MUCIPAL WELLFLDS

The City of Cheyenne owns and opertes 37 water wells in four wellelds wes of the
Cheyenne city lits (Figue 1). The Bell welleld is located four mies northwes of
Cheyenne and cUIently ha nie acve wells (Figue 2). The Borie welleld is located
approxitely six mies southwes of Cheyene and conta four muncipal wells (Figure
3). The Happy Jack welleld lies approxitely six mies west of Cheyene, along Happy
Jack road and consists of 16 acte wells (Figue 4). The westerost Cheyene welleld
is the Federa welleld. Located approxitely 18 mies nortwest of Cheyenne the
welleld ha eight acte wells (Figue 5).

ORGANTION OF TH PLA

The Wyomig Deparent of Envionmenta Qualty Water Qualty Division
(WEQIWQD) requies that ever loca Wellead Protecon (W) Plan cont at a
mium the followig five chapters:

Chapter L An introducton to the loca WH plan includig the nee for a loca
WH pla the organtion of the WH plan the roles of goverent entities, the
creation of a WH Commee, and the role of public parcipation in the WH plan

Chapter n. A Wellead Protection Ar (WA) Delieation Reort sug
the technca approach used to delieate varous protecon area;

Chapter lI A prioriti inventory of potential contation source developed for
each delieated WH A:

Chapter IV. A potential contat source maement pla for exstg and
potential contat sources for each well welleld, sprig or tuel; and

Chapter V. A contgency plan addressi water supply emergencies, rationig,
remedation or treaent, and new sour development once a water supply ha ben
degred.
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REGULTORY BASIS FOR TH CHYENN WH PLA

In 1986, Amendmen to the Feder Safe Drg Water Act (SDWA) eslished the
Wellea Protecon Progr. Under these Amendments, each state is caed upon to
develop a progr th would protec groundwater which supplies wells, wellfelds,
sprigs and tuels tht provide drg water to the gener public. On September 18
1997, Wyomig bee the 46th ste to have an EPA-approved stte WH Progr.
The WWPGD (WEQ!WQD, 1997) seres as the pri gudace docuent for
creatig loca WH plan in the stte of Wyomig, and bese the WDEQ!WQD
admisters the ste progr al loca WH pla must be submitted to that body for
approva,

Accrding to the WWPGD, the pri objecve of a WH plan is to:

"preent the contation of grundwater reurces that supply PWSs.
As stted in Secon 35-11-102 ('Policy & Puose ) of Wyoming's
Enronmental Qulity Act (Tite 35 ("Public Heath & Saf; Chapter
11 (Envinmenta Qu)), the policy and purose of the Act is " ... To
enle the state to preent, reuce and elite pollution... " and "

...

plan the developmen use, reclamtion, preservtion and encement of
the ,..water reurce of the stte.

" ...

WDEQ ha identied the
development of a stte Wellea Protecon Pla as it pri mea 
mee ths objece...

Although parcipation in the Wyomig Welead Protecon Progr by communties is
volunt, Public Water Sysem (PWSs) th recive fuds frm the Wyomig Water
Development Commssion (WC) for new wells or for water system improvements 
reuied to create a WH plan Cheyenne recved WW fuds for the Cheyene Ten
Well Rehailtation Projec (Weson Engieeg, 1996) and is obligated to creae a loc
WH plan.

Figue 6 is a saple resolution found in the WWPGD tht ca be adopted by a
muncipalty to offcial ste tht it is purg the completon of a WH pla. The City
of Cheyenne should use ths or some other reslution to stte its inrest in Wellea
Protecon,

NEED FOR AN BENEFIS OF TH CHYENN WH PLA

A WH Plan is neeed by the Cit of Cheyene to protec the aqui th supply water
to the municipal well. The ci ha a large invesent in the wells it operates and from
which it reces some 15% of its anua water supply. Lad on whch many of the well
are located is not owned by the ci and some potental contant source have bee
identied nea the wells, Thes potenal conta source pose a thea to the
municipal wels. In addition to public heath concerns, the enormous cost of aq



FIGUR 6

A RESOLUTON RELATIG TO WE T ,RTID PROTEcrON

WHREAS, The Cit of Cheyene dee it appropriate and in the interes of the
public heath saet, and welf of the ciens to implement pla to preent
contamtion of the groundwater supplies tha provide potale water to the ci 
Cheyenne;

NOW, THREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY TH CHEYENN 
COUNCl:
The Cheyene City Counci recgnes th the resden of Cheyene rely on groundwater
for a sae drg water supply and tht ce land us ca contae aq. It is

the inent to acmplish aquier protecon, as much as possible, by developing and
implementig a Wellea Protecon (W) Pla in accrdace with Wyomig
Wellead Protecon (W) Progr. The Plan sha be as descbed withn the docen
prepar by the Wyomig Deparen of Envonmenta Quty ened "Wyomig
Wellead Protecon (W) Progr Gudace Docuent", and shal mee or exce the
requirents of the Wyomig Wellead Prtecon (W) Plan.

ADOPTE th Day of 1998.

Chai
ATTST:



remedation and developing alterve water supplies are two rens why the protecon
of al groundwater resources developed by Cheyenne should be a high priority. Aquifer
remedation efort desDe in the technca literre and reported in the new meda
over the pas two deces have shown how dicult, if not imossible, it is to remede a
contted groundwter supply.

The WWPGD maes cost esates for replacig contanated wells, Ing 
tyica 300 foot dee relacen wel wih 2.5 mies of pipelie to connec the well to
exstg distbution lies is ested to cost $650 000. In welelds where wells are

closely space one contation event could potentially reuie the relaceent of
several wells, which would grea increa well replaceent costs.

In addion to the benefis of avoidig well replaceent costs, an approved WH plan ca
be use to reduce or elite ce monitorig reqements uner the SDW A if the
plan demonstes tht the well is unely to be contated by ce ty 
contamon. Reuiements of fue reguatons, such as the groundwater dision
rue, may also be waved or mi for a PWS with an approved WH plan

FEDERA STATE, LOCAL AN PUBUC WATER SYSTEM ROLES

The WDEQ/WQD is the lead agency for the Wyomig WH progr. The Wyomig
WH progr is intended to be flexble and to provide gudace for loca plan
development. The Wyomig WH progr coordites technca and fiancial assistce
education, trag, and demonstion projecs to effectvely and effciently protec PWSs.

Effecve WH actvities involve the coordiation of federa, state, and loca effort and
fundig sources. State and federa WH progr inormon is distouted to ineredloca entities though the WDEQ/WQD. 
Inormation and/or ficial support may be available from many sources. The ty of
inormtion and support wi var wi the organtion. Some planng agencies and
associations may have fuds avaable for WH. Oter agencies may be able to provide
technca assistce on the hydrogeology, water quaty, specc contat source
heath effecs, best magement practce or other inormtion pernent to WH
development.



Federal Agency Roles

Sever federa agencies ca see as source of technca asstance. Agencies which may
be of parcular asce to the Cit of Cheyene and thei poten roles ar as follows.

. U. S. Environmenta Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA provides numerous
technca gudace docens valuale in imlementig WH plan (se Appendi C).
Addionaly, the EPA mata daases of potential COlltaminant sour and
hadous spil, whch are us for completng potential contaan source
inventories.

. U. S. Departent of Agrculture (USDA). The USDA actvely protecs
groundwaer thugh progr th provide technca asstce to faers and
racher for Best Maemen Pracces for agcutu acties th may endaer
groudwater qua. The USDA also offer ficial assistce to faers and
racher th imlemen mea reuci the thea of groundwater contaon.
Thes progrs ar adstered though the Nat Resur and Conson
Serce (NCS).

. U. S. Gelogica SUlVey (USGS). The USGS provides geologic and hydrgeologic
data on a reona bass. Thes data ca be importt for delieatig WH As.

State Agency Roles

In addition to the WDEQIWQD admisterg the Wyomi WH Progr seer other
stte, agencies are vauale source of assistce wi implementg a WH plan. Stae
agencies th ca be of assistce to the City of Cheyene WH Plan and thei poten
roles include the followig.

. WDEQIWQD. The major role of the WDEQIWQD in WH is to assis loc
development of the be protecon possible for an individual PWS by providig
gudance docuens and model ordice, and by workg with loca goveren to
develop and implement appropriate mAnAgemen steges to mee the Wyomig
WH crtera. Additionay, represetaves of the WDEQIWQD ca parcipate on
WH commee at the reques of the muncipal.

. Wyoming Water Development Commission (W. The WWC provides
water syem plag assice and fudig for the development of drg wate
resources for Wyomi communiti.

. Wyoming State Engineer s Ofce (WSEO). The WSEO adnister water well
pettg and groundwer appropriatons. The WSEO al mata a data 
al actve, penned water wes in the stte and enforc reatons concegmi well conscton and completon reents, as well as well abandonm!:
proceures.



(State Agencies, contued)

. Wyoming Deparent of AgrcultUre (WA). The WDA is responsble for
enorc reations redig pescide and feer application. The WDA ha the
authori to crte speal regations to mae regations more stgent in portons
of aqer th ar setie to contaon.

. Wyoming Deparent of Heatb. The Wyomig Deparent of Heath ca assist in
evaluatig public water supplies and notig water conser of potential heath
theats from contated water supplies.

. Wyoming Oil and Gas Consenration Commission (WOGC). The WOGCC
mata a dataas of oil and ga wells with the ste, as well as some aquier data.

. Wyoming Water Reources Center (WC). The WWC ca provide data
regardi groundwaer and aquier setivity to contation.

. Wyoming Emergency Management Agency (WMA). WE prepares the stte
emergency maement plan and in emergency evens ca assist loca goverents.
WEMA ca also be a source of asisce in contigency plang. 

Loca Agency Roles

Loca agencies frequently adster feder and state progr on a loca level. The 
of these agencies have siar roles to those of their feder or ste counteran, but
becse they work exclusvely in one locaty they are more fa with conditions in 
area and ca be ver vauale reur to a WH commee. Lo agencies tht wi be
of parcuar value to th Cheyene WH Plan and thei poten roles include the
followig.

. Loca Consenration Distrct. The Lae County Consation Distct is acve in
protecg grundwaer resurce, as is reeaed by thei parcipation in the
Groundwater Gudian Progr. Consation dict pernnel wi be inaluale in
convicig landowner in the weIelds of the importce of protecg grundwaer
resources. Consation distrct frequently see as represetatves of 
landowner in envinmen matter, but also provide educationa materials to the
landowners. In the even of confcts regardig WH Consation distct pernnel
ca serve as medators.

County Emergency Management Coordinators (CEMC). CEMCs ar an excellenreur fur contgecy plang and repons to contaation emerencies nea
water wells outside of ci lits.



(Lca Agencies, contiued)

County Cooperatie Extension Service. County Cooperatve Extenion Serce
Ofce provide a wide vaet of educaona maerials to individuals whose
agcultue-relaed land us acties may pose a contamon threa to aquier.
The goal of the educationa maters is to promote proper land us th mie the
thea to a sae dr water supply, which meshes with the goals ofWH.

Cheyenne Cit Government Ofcials. Cit Goveren Ofcials, includig the

Mayor and City Counci wi be responsble for enorcig the Cheyene WH Pla

Laramie County Government Ofcia. Parcipation of Coun Goverent
Ofcials wi be crcial to the succs of the Cheyene WH Pla bese the
Cheyene muncipal wells lie outside of ci li, in Lae Coun. Coopertion
betee the Cheyene Cit Counci and the Lae Coun Commssioners wi be
requied for enorceent of zonig reatons and land use wi the WH As.
Protecg the aqer that supply water to the Cheyene muncipal wells wi be
import to the resden wi the weUfelds bese the aquiers also supply the
water use by those individua.

CHEYENN WB MAAGEMENT COMME
Accrdig to the WWPGD one of the ma chaerstcs of succloca WH
plan is public parcipaton. To en public parcipation in the development of the
Cheyene WH Plan the formtion of a loca WH commttee is stngly encoured.
The Cheyene WH Commttee should reresent the vaous ineress of the comm
unted under the common goal of protecg drg water supplies. The most efecve
way for the WH commee to accmplih th objece is to acely ine public
parcipation in the Cheyenne WH Pla. PWS personnel, the Mayor, Cit Counci
membe City Engiee s Ofce pennel, Lae County Commssoner commty
residents, afeced landowners, and agcu commercial and industal rerestaves
should comprise the WH commee.

One suggested approach for development of the Cheyene WH Pla is to:

form a WH commttee and, though public meegs or heangs, ense tht
ineresed citi, afeced pares, and gover bodies are made aware of and
beme educated and involved in development of the WH plan

. form recgn the goals of WH and the WH commttee though passae of a
resluton;



. cordite with the WDEQIWQD in the development of a complete, comprehense
and techncay sound WH plan acrdig to the gudelies, crera and mium
requiens se fort in WWPGD; 

implement maemen steges to protec the WH As; and

submit the completed WH plan to WDEQIWQD for approval.

Ideaiz WH Management Committee Membenhip and Responsibilties

WH plang is not sttic, but rather is a dync process requig a multi-discipliar
tea focse on protecg the groundwer reurce of the City of Cheyene. Though
the process of developing a WH pla tea members wi acuie relevant groundwaer
protecon inonnon durg the plag proc. As a reslt they wi beme vauale
resource in workg wi both exstg and new potential contation source
contiuig public edcaon progr and followig through to ene th maemen
approaches are efecvely implemented. Severa enties have been identied as potential

, member of the WH maement commttee reonsble for implementig the Cheyene
WH Plan. 
City Council The Cheyene City Counci wi be responsible for eslihig WH pla
objecves, and enactg ordices though the Lae Coun Commssioner, if an, to
achieve these objecves. The City Counci wi adopt the WH plan for the PWS and 
periodcay review and amend the plan. The Cit Counci wi be resnsible for
developmen of deted reguations to implement the ordice, sueilance of aces
with the rehage area of the wele1ds, and enforcement of ordce relaed to
groundwater resource protecon.

The City Counci , wi esli and sponsr a WH commttee for the purose of
assessing the nee for protecon of the groundwater source evauatig the efeces
of monitorig and protecon meares, and recmmendig to the City Counci approaches
to providig adequate protecon. The WH commee wi be appointed by the Cit
Coun ftom loca goverenta agencies, the public water system citi of the
commun, and other individuas. In the development of objecves, approaches and
ordices, the Cit Counci wi acely solicit public involvemen to assu not onl
effecve protecon of waer source but also to assue tht the nee to protec is
appropriately balance with other consideratons and to achieve balance with the nees ofhea and prosp for the commun. Advice ftom technca and legal conss
should be solicited by the Cit Counci relate to the development of WH objeces
approaches, and implementon sttees. Implementig reatons wi be develope
by the City Counci and wi be tageted at achievg the objeces of the Wyomi WH
progr. The Cit Council wi as thes control meaes are consisten wi County,
State and Feder policies.



Board of Public Utiities. The Cheyene Board of Public Uties (CBPU) is probably
the bes fator and corditor for the WH plan, The CBPU should conduct
sueice acties recmmend progr enorce ordices and protece meaes
implement emergency resns meaes, and eslish coordiaton chanels wi the
County, Stae, and Feder agencies. Bec the PWS operor tyicay sees as the
pivota poin for implementaon of an loca WH plan a qualed employee of the
CBPU should serve as the WH commttee leaer. Constas may be of assistce by
providig technca or legal exse to the opeor in developing elements of the
Cheyene WH Pla or asse the feaibil ofWH aproaches.

Commercial and Agcultura Interet Repreentaties. Becse most of the area
with and suoundig a comm is privately held for commercial and agcutu
purose, and conta portons of the WH As, repretives of the afeced prite
ladowner should see on the WH maement commttee. Thes represes wi
assist in controllg potenal source of conttion generted as a by-product of thei
opertions, as well as asist in educag the public about the importce of protecg the
groundwater resur developed by the Cit of Cheyene.

Residenti Interest Repreentaties. Cit of the communty, water cuomers and
homeowner have a vesed interes in protecg their public water supply. In addition.
non-muncipal groundwater users in the Cheyene wellelds wi be impaced by the
development of the WH plan. Alough they wi not benefi diy from the 
pla landowner with the WH As wi enjoy the sae degree of protecon from
contation as the Cit welelds. Therefore, redental represenves must parcipate
in facitatig the Cheyene WH Plan

Regulatory and Emergency Reponse Advion. Becuse the Cheyene WH Plan dync as new knowledge is gaied by vie of implementi other pla acss
Wyomig, there are a number of reglatory and tehnca resurce which may 
accse to reponsibly kee abre of chages in the Wyomig WH Progr Becse
the Wyomig WH Progr is maed by the WDEQIWQD st membe ca 
consted for recmmendaons to re in compliance with chages the ste progr
objecves. Becse of the reliance on grundwater resurces with the county for
muncipal water supplies, the Lae Coun Plang Dearent may also see as
reguatory advisors.

Emergency respons crosses geopolitica boundares, and requies coopertion betee
neighborig goverenal boes as well as loc and ste agencies. WDEQIWQD and
the City of Cheyene see as the pricipal poin of contact for contigency plag and
should be authori to asist in implementig emerency respons progr.
A listg of the member of the Cheyene WH maement commee, with rerds of
commttee meeg schedules an relutons must be appended to the Cheyene 
Plan when it is submitted to the WDEQIWQD for approva.



PUBUC PARTICIATION

Public parcipaton is a crca faor in the succs of any loca WH pla. Without
invited public parcipation, WH plan ftuently mee st resstance to imlemention
and are rendered les efecve. The WWPGD requies tht recrds of eforts to
include public parcipaton in the WH plang procs be included in the WH plan
submitted to the WDEQ/WQD for approval. Sever metods for increaing public
parcipation are:

anouncing the parcipation of the muncipalty in the WH plang process in public
foru such as newspaper and communty anounceents;

. mag a copy of the most curnt edtion of the Cheyenne WH Plan in Lae
County public horaes wi gie the public nee accss to the docent. Mag 
log of individuals reviewg the document wi give the WH commtte an indication
of inerest in the plan

involve represetaves of a wide vaet of interest on the loca WH commee; and

education of the public regardig groundwaer behavior and WH metods.

Educational opportties might include:

. visu groundwaer flow models;

. inormtiona videotape; 

. inormtiona pamphlet and newsleters provided to customer;
newspaper arcles;

television and rao news stories;
prestations to civic groups;
school progr; and
signs posted along WH A boundaes in public placs.

Documentaon and desptions of al eforts to include public parcipaton in the
Cheyene WH Plan must be appended to the pla before approval wi be gred by the
WDEQ/WQD.

APPROVAL AN RENEAL PROCESS FOR TH CHYENN WB PLA

Upon completon of the Cheene WH Pla a copy of the docuent wi be submied
to the WDEQ/WQD for revew and approva.

Accrdig to the WWPGD (1997), the Cheyene WH Pla should be updted and
revise an tie th new inormtion regadi the mucipal wells, aqer



chactstcs, potenal cont source, maemen technques, or contigencyplan is obtaed. Speca, the WWPGD sttes:

"Te WH pla mu be updaed at lea eve! two vea. and rev 
ecessar to reec new inrmtion or da peg to:

hydrologic chaercs of the producig aquifer
chages in waer supply, or puming volues

. new potenal source of CODtamination,
chages in lad use wi the WH A,

. new maemen steg developmen or implementaon,

. contency plan and emerency response, and

. plag or developing new waer supplies.

Copies of the re WH A delieaons Sour Idencation form
Source invenory list 'Sour Overys , sour maemen sttegies
Contigency Pla and pla for si new well must be submtted to
WDEQIWQD at lea ever two yea, and must also be included in the
commun' co ofit WH plan.

If no chages have oc over the two yea peod a letter statg th there have 
no chages must be submied to the WDEQIWQD frm a ci offcial or the PWS
diecor.
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INTRODUCTION

Subsection 1428 (a) (2) of the SDWA charges communities completing WHP plans with:
for each wellhead , determine the wellhead protection area as defined in subsection (e)

based on all reasonably available hydrogeologic information on groundwater flow
recharge and discharge and other information the state deems necessary to adequately
determine the wellhead protection area," A WHA has been identified in Subsection
I 428( e) of the SDW A as "the surface and subsurface area surrounding a well or
wellfield, supplying a public water system, through which contaminants are reasonably
likely to move toward and reach such water well or wellfield," The purose of this
chapter in the Cheyenne WHP Plan is to provide the required background information for
creating WHAs and to delineate the WHAs for the Cheyenne municipal wells. This
delineation report follows the requirements ofthe WWHPPGD.

WHPA DELINEATION PROCESS

The WWHPPGD outlines a six step process for delineating WHPAs. This section ofthe
delineation report wil describe those six steps,

Step 1. Determine Type of Aquifer Media and Groundwater Flow Within the
Aquifer

The first step in the WH A delineation process is characterizing the aquifer properties
that determine the permeability architecture, The purpose of defining the permeability
architecture is to classifY the style of groundwater flow which, in turn, dictates the
criteria used to delineate WH As,

WDEQ/WQD identified four basic tyes of aquifer media in the WWHPPGD; porous
carbonate, fractured, and faulted media. Porous type aquifers are assumed to have a
homogeneous distribution of pore spaces and is assumed to have a relatively isotropic
distribution of horizontal permeability. Groundwater flow through such a system is
defined as 'porous. ' Sandstone and alluvial aquifers are the most common examples of
porous aquifers that exhibit porous flow. Carbonate aquifers, such as limestones and
dolomites, commonly contain solution cavities (karst) whereas fractured and faulted
aquifers contain heterogeneous systems of voids. The permeability architecture of karst
fractued, and faulted aquifers tends to be highly anisotropic and groundwater flow
patterns within them can be highly varable in both velocity and direction, Groundwater
flow through these systems that is rapid and is characterized by turbulent flow and wide
variations in chemical, temperature , and flow characteristics is termed ' conduit ' flow. In
some settings groundwater flow through fracture systems is less turbulent and does not
experience large variations in chemical , temperature , and flow characteristics. This type
of flow is described as ' diffuse ' and on a large scale can approximate porous flow.

Identification of the aquifer type and the flow regime is important for the proper
application ofWHPA delineation methods, Darcy s Law or a derivative of Darcy s Law



is used to delineate WH As which are based on the time-of-travel (TOT) of groundwater
through the aquifer. Porous flow or diffuse flow are assumed for Darcy s Law, and the
law is invalid for conduit flow or diffuse flow over a small geographic area,

Step 2. Determine If the Use of the Calculated Fixed Radius Method is Acceptable

The WWHPPGD stipulates that

, "

When aquifer/pump tests have been performed for the
installation of new wells or the rehabilitation of existing wells using state or federal
funding Analytical Models or Numerical Models.. should used instead of the
Calculated Fixed Radius method, where applicable, to delineate the WHA Zones.
(WDEQ, 1997), According to WDEQ/WQD personnel, the use of Calculated Fixed
Radius for delineating WH As for community water systems , such as Cheyenne, is not
allowed (personal communication with Phil Stump, February 2, 1997). Community
water systems must use analytical or numerical models or hydrogeologic mapping for
delineating WHP As.

Step 3. Apply Appropriate Delineation Criteria and Method

The WDEQ recognizes three criteria for delineating WHPAs. The criteria and a brief
description of each , in order of sophistication, includes the following categories.

Radial Distance from the Well. This is the most basic criterion for defining a
protection area around a well and does not account for water flow properties or
direction.

, )

Time of Travel (TOT). The TOT criterion bases WHPAs on the amount of time it
takes for water to travel from a source to a well. Methods using TOT require some
knowledge of the groundwater flow regime around the well.

Hydrogeologic Mapping. Hydrogeologic mapping uses groundwater divides, surface
water bodies and hydrogeologic, physical , and geologic features to create WHPAs.
This method requires a detailed understanding of the aquifer and the flow regimes
around the well.
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Several methods for delineating WHPAs have been approved by WDEQIWQD. These
methods are described below.

Arbitrary Fixed Radius (AFR). The AFR method creates a protection area that is an
arbitrary, fixed radius from the well. No knowledge of the aquifer or well is
necessary to use this technique.

Calculated Fixed Radius (CFR). The CFR method utilizes a simple flow equation
that uses some aquifer data to create a circular protection area based on the TOT
criteria. The method is more sophisticated than the AFR method, but it makes
generalizations that can result in underprotecting the aquifer.

Simplified Variable Shapes (SVS), The SVS method is similar to the CFR method
and employs the CFR calculations, but SVS extends the boundary of a WHPA
upgradient of the well to more realistically protect the source area for water supplied
to the well.

Analytical and Numerical Models, Analytical and Numerical models delineate
WHPAs based on the TOT criteria. The models generally delineate more accurate
WH As than the SVS method. Examples of analytical and numerical models include
WHA, WhAM, and Visual MODFLOW,

Hydrogeologic mapping. Hydrogeologic mapping is used to delineate WHPAs for
aquifers that do not exhibit porous flow or for situations where aquifer characteristics
are unknown. This method delineates the zone of contribution for a well or well field
by identifYing geologic and hydrogeologic features that control groundwater flow, as
well as system boundaries. Physical boundares to groundwater flow can include
geologic contacts that form the limits of the aquifer, structural features such as faults
and topographic features that form groundwater divides.

The Wyoming WHP Plan has established three protection zones (WHAs) for each well.
Each of the three zones represents a different level of protection and can require different
methods for managing potential contaminant sources. The WH A zones, their purpose
and the minimum methodology for delineating the WHP As are described below,

Zone 1. Accident Prevention Zone. The Accident Prevention Zone is designed to
provide a minimum setback distance around the well to prevent the accidental
introduction of contaminants into the well or the aquifer in the immediate vicinity of the
well. The AFR method is used to delineate the Accident Prevention Zone of a well and
the size of the zone is determined from well construction methods and the vulnerability
of the well to contamination. The WWHPPGD gives the following provisions for
determining the radius of Zone I,

A. A 50 foot radius Accident Prevention Zone (Zone I) will be assigned to wells
that:

1. are completed in only one aquifer;
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2, are constructed according to WDEQIWQD standards (Chapter XII
WDEQIWQD Rules and Regulations);

3, meet or exceed the minimum setback distances established by WDEQIWQD
for water wells (Chapter XII , WDEQIWQD, Rules and Regulations); and

4, have a low or moderate susceptibility to contamination as determined from
the Susceptibility Form for the well.

B. A 100 foot radius Accident Prevention Zone will be assigned to all other
wells,

Zone 2. Attenuation Zone. The Attenuation Zone is designed to provide time to
implement an appropriate response to a threat of contamination near the well. Such
responses might include containment or treatment of a contaminant spill. The minimum
methodology used to delineate the Attenuation Zone is a two-year TOT WHA, as

determined from an analytical or numerical model. If hydrogeologic mapping is used to
delineate WHP As for a well then the Attenuation Zone is determined from vulnerability
mapping. Recharge areas for the aquifer supplying water to the well and other features
through which contaminants are reasonably likely to be introduced into the aquifer are to
be mapped in the process of vulnerability mapping,

, )

Zone 3. Remedial Action Zone. The Remedial Action Zone provides response time for
serious threats to the aquifer providing water to a well. The WDEQIWQD implemented
the Remedial Action Zone to provide water system planners time to prepare for scenarios
such as long-term remediation of contamination or replacement of a water well. A five-
year TOT WHPA is used to delineate the Remedial Action Zone when analytical or
numerical models are used. Hydrogeologic mapping of the aquifer providing water to a
well or well field is used to delineate the Remedial Action Zone where the use of models
is inappropriate.

Buffer Zone. The WWPGD recognizes that the recharge area for some wells can lie
outside of any of the delineated WH As for the well, and that the recharge area of an
aquifer can be a pathway for contamination, Where the recharge area for an aquifer
supplying water to a well or wellfield is outside of established WHP As and the recharge
area is vulnerable to contamination a Buffer Zone can be delineated for the purpose of
protecting the aquifer at the outcrop. The method for delineating the Buffer Zone is
geologic and hydrogeologic mapping of the aquifer where it crops out.

Special Considerations for Delineating WHPAs

The WWPPGD requires that delineation methods account for special considerations.
Considerations identified by the WDEQIWQD, that apply in some cases to the Cheyenne
well fields include, delineation of WHPAs for multiple wells in a wellfield and wells
completed in a confined aquifer. IfWHPAs for more than one well in a wellfield overlap
then the WHPAs must be combined to conservatively protect the aquifer. Additionally, if
computer models are used to delineate WHPAs then the models must be capable of
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accounting for the effects of well interference. Confining layers can provide some
protection to aquifers from contamination but the methods for delineating the WHPAs
are the same as for unconfined aquifers. The WWPGD recommends that less
strngent methods of managing contaminant sources be used where a confining layer is
present in a WHP A.

Decision Process for Determination ofWHA Delineation Methods

Delineating the WHAs for wells is the most critical step in completing a local WHP
Plan. All of the steps in completing the local plan hinge on the delineations. The
methods for delineating the WHPAs must be appropriate for the prevailing geologic and
hydrogeologic conditions and must create defensible WHAs, otherwise the other
components of the local plan wil have no foundation. The accuracy and validity of a
WH A delineation is controlled by several factors, the most important being; I) the
amount of infonnation available, 2) the accuracy of the available infonnation , and 3) the
delineation method used,

The amount of infonnation available wil, in part, help to detennine the delineation
method used. Sophisticated groundwater flow models should not be applied where there
is uncertainty regarding aquifer characteristics. A simple, conservative delineation

method using estimated values wil be better accepted by the technical community and
the WDEQ/WDQ than a sensitive and sophisticated computer model analysis based on
assumptions, Likewise, the available data must be of suffcient accuracy to survive
professional scrutiny; if the data are of questionable quality then they should be treated as
if they were non-existent.

Choosing an appropriate delineation method is critical to the success of the local WHP
Plan, Hasfurther et. al. (1992) state that the selection of delineation methods should be
based on user expertise, available resources, existing and field collected data, and the
desired degree of confidence, The methods chosen for this project were chosen based on
the available resources, existing and collected field data, and the degree of confidence;
user expertise was not considered because the most simple methods for delineating the
WHAs were not used, Existing and collected field data were limiting factors in
deciding which delineation methods were to be employed.

Professional literature overwhelmingly supports the use of two- and three-dimensional
numerical models for delineating WHPAs. Forster et. al. (1997) compared the results of
WHAs created by GPTRAC, a semi,analytical module of the WHPA model (Blandford
and Huyakom, 1993), to the two-dimensional FLOWPATH model (Franz and Guiguer
1989) and the three-dimensional MODFLOW model (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) in
an alluvial semi-confined to confined aquifer. No direct comparisons of WHPAs
delineated by GPTRAC were compared to those of the numerical models , but the article
concluded that GPTRAC was unsuitable for delineating TOT capture zones greater than
250 days. Forster et. al. failed to fully credit the capabilities of GPTRAC in accounting
for the effects of well interference on WHP As and made gross generalizations regarding
aquifer properties in a complex geological setting to set up his model. These two factors
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relegate his conclusions to speculation. Forster et. al. further state that "the level of
uncertainty associated with the numerical model (MODFLOW) is diffcult to determine
because of diffculties in selecting realistic boundary conditions and in estimating spatial
varations in hydraulic conductivity. In making this statement Forster et. al. are
admitting that the very reason for using the more complicated model, heterogeneous
aquifer conditions, cannot be accurately characterized, Without site specific data the
accuracy of the WHPAs delineated with the three-dimensional model cannot be said to be
better than the more user-ftiendly GPTRAC module.

The EPA (1987) says that numerical modeling using two- and three-dimensional models
give the best results but several conditions must be met. These conditions include:

hydrologic data must be available, with a minimum of the stratigraphy of the
subsurface, three-dimensional aquifer geometry, pump test data, historical pumping
data, surface water interactions, recharge data, and regional water level data;

an appropriate model must be chosen; and

the model must be properly constructed and calibrated.

The EP A concludes that the results of an improperly constructed or uncalibrated model
will be no better than those of a more simplistic model. Previous efforts to model
groundwater conditions in the Cheyenne well fields have not matched observed
conditions (Black and Veatch, 1994). Attempting to use numerical models for WHPA
delineations will thus most likely meet with failure in the Cheyenne wellfields,
Livingstone et. al. (1996) also favors using three-dimensional numerical models over
GPTRAC for delineating WHP As but concedes that the use of numerical models is only
possible if suffcient data are available to develop a model that can be properly
calibrated,
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The WHPA, Version 2, , semi-analytical groundwater flow model was developed by
Blandford and Huyakom (1993) under contract from the EPA. The model consists of
thee computational modules designed to delineate WHP As. This model was designed to
assist PWSs in the delineation ofWHAs in a user-friendly manner, The three modules
and a brief description of each are listed below,

RESSQC Module, This option is used to delineate time-related (TOT) capture zones
for a steady-state flow system in a homogeneous aquifer. Boundaries are not easily
modeled by RESSQC but the model can account for the effects of well interference.
One of the primary disadvantages of this module is the inability to spatially vary the
aquifer properties. This module is best suited for a one-directional , homogeneous
flow system with no boundary conditions and a constant hydraulic gradient.

MWCAP Module. The Multiple Well Capture Zone (MWCAP) module is designed
to delineate time-related capture zones for pumping wells in a steady-state aquifer. A
principal advantage of the module is that stream or barrer boundaries can be
simulated at any angle and at any distance from the well; however, the boundary must
be linear and is assumed to be fully penetrating. One major disadvantage is that well
interference effects are neglected and each well is assumed to operate independently,

GPTRAC Module. The General Particle Tracking (GPTRAC) module is a semi-
analytical or numerical model that creates time-related capture zones for wells that
fully penetrate a homogeneous aquifer with steady-state conditions. The module can
model confined, semi-confined, and unconfined aquifers. Barrier and stream

boundaries can be placed at any edge of the modeled area and the effects of well
interference are accounted for by the module,

To test the differences between WHPAs delineated by GPTRAC and VISUAL
MODFLOW (a thee-dimensional numerical model), a geotechnical modeling expert was
retained to delineate two- and five-year WHPAs for Koppes No. 1 and Koppes No. 2 in
the Happy Jack wellfield. Both of these wells have been recently constrcted and pump
tested and the aquifer parameters near the wells are relatively well known. The same
aquifer parameters and pumping rates were used in both models, The WHP As delineated
by GPTRAC have essentially the same shape as those delineated with Visual
MODFLOW. WHPAs delineated by GPTRAC were larger than those from Visual
MODFLOW by approximately 25%. Given the rural settings ofthe Cheyenne well fields
and the anticipation that the city will use non-regulatory management, overprotecting the
aquifer by a small amount is acceptable, and perhaps preferable in an aquifer known for
extreme heterogeneity.

The comparison of GPTRAC and Visual MODFLOW and the conclusions of the EPA
that three-dimensional models should not be used in complicated aquifers unless the

model can be calibrated properly led to the use of GPTRAC or one of the other WHP A
modules over Visual MODFLOW for delineating the WHP As for Cheyenne.
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The Wellhead Analytic Element Model (WhEM) was developed by Haitjema et. al.
(1995) to replace the WHPA model. WhEM is an analytical model with an input
program that allows digitization of some input parameters. The use of WhAEM was
investigated for this project but implementation was found to be cumbersome and
documentation and support was non-existent. Conversations with Dr. Thomas Edgar
indicate that WH As delineated by him and his students with WhEM and WH A were
virtally identical (T, Edgar, personal communication , November 10, 1997). WhEM
was not used to delineate the WHP As for the Cheyenne wellfields because , the WHP A
model is easier to use and would presumably give the same results as WhM,

Having determined that the WHPA model was to be used to delineate the protection
areas for the Cheyenne municipal wells it was necessary to establish a systematic
approach for the process. Some wells do not have enough data to delineate WHP As with
the WHPA model, some wells qualifed for a SO-foot radius Zone I , while others did not.
As well , some wellfields require a Buffer Zone. All of these contingencies and the
responses that were taken are outlined in Figure 7. The decision flow chart was used to
assist in determining which criteria and methods would be applied in delineating
protection areas for the Cheyenne municipal wells.

Step 4. Transfer WHPAs to Map(s)

The boundares of the delineated WHPAs must be presented in a form that is easily used
to assist in the identification of potential contaminant sources within the WH As. The
WDEQ/WQD has determined that U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute topographic maps
(scale = I: 24 000) provide a base map that easily depicts both WHPAs and potential
contaminant sources. The WDEQ/WQD requires that the WHPAs be shown on the 7.
minute series maps with the exception of Buffer Zones. Because of the large areas
covered by many recharge areas 1: 100 000 scale maps can be used to depict Buffer
Zones,

Step 5. Complete WHP Delineation Report

The WWPPGD outlines the required elements for a Delineation Report.
elements and a short description of each include the following.

These

Geologic Data. A summary of the geology of the formations supplying water to the
welles) and overlying formations,

Aquifer Data. A description of the aquifer including the depth , thickness , degree of
confinement, media tye, location of the recharge area, transmissivity, hydraulic
conductivity characteristics, etc. Data from pump tests conducted on the welles)
should also be included,
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(Step 5 , continued)

Confining Layer Conditions. Because confined aquifers are generally less
susceptible to contamination and the presence of a confining layer can be used to
lessen the stringency of contaminant source management techniques, data
demonstrating the effectiveness of the confining layer should be outlined in this
section of the report,

Well Data. Data including the well radius, total depth, lithologic log, well elevation
method of construction, position of screens, and the pumping rate of the well are to be
included in this chapter.

Pump Data. Pump data such as the pump tye, model , rating, motor model and
horsepower as well as the date of installation is required in this delineation report.

WHA Delineation Data. The data and references of the source(s) of the data used to
delineate the WHP As must be included in the report,

WHA Maps. Delineated WHPAs must be depicted on U.S. Geological Survey 7.
minute series topographic maps. A 1: 100000 scale map can be used to show a
Buffer Zone, if necessary.

Written WHPA Description. Written descriptions of WHPAs, including the
maximum upgradient and downgradient distances ofthe WH A ITom the well and the
maximum width ofthe WHP A,

Current Zoning and County Planning Maps. Zoning and Planning maps can be
important for conducting potential contaminant sources and managing these sources
and should be included in this report,

Step 6. Complete Susceptibilty Forms

Appendix F of the WWPPGD is a fonn that must be completed for each well. The data
requested by the fonn includes well completion data , water quality data, and geologic
data (see Appendix E). The data is used to assist WDEQ/WQD reviewers in assigning
the radius of the Accident Prevention Zone for each well.
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WHPA DELINEATION REPORT

GEOLOGIC DATA

Previous Investigations

The Cheyenne area has been the subject of numerous U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
studies, Wyoming Geological Survey studies, investigations conducted on behalf of the
City of Cheyenne, and thesis projects conducted by University of Wyoming graduate
students. An annotated bibliography, entitled "Annotated Bibliography of Selected
Publications, Though 1996, Cheyenne Municipal Wellfield Areas, Cheyenne
Wyoming," was prepared by the USGS (Ogle and Jordan, 1997). The bibliography
describes the previous investigations conducted in the area encompassed by this study.

Geologic Cross-Sections

In preparation for this study a series of geologic cross-sections were constructed though
the wellfields (Figures 8- 17). The cross-sections were created nom lithologic and
geophysical logs of municipal and non-municipal wells, Non-municipal wells are

identified by their Wyoming State Engineer s Offce well permit number. The surface
traces of the cross-sections are found on the location maps for the respective wellfields
(Figures 2-5). Figure 18 is an explanation chart of symbols used in the cross-sections,

Structural Setting

The Cheyenne municipal wellfields lie along the northwestern part of the Denver-
Julesburg strctural basin. The basin is a broad , asymmetrical, synclinal basin with a
north-south orientation. The exact location of the synclinal axis is unknown, but it has
been placed east of Cheyenne by Blackstone (1975). The municipal wellfields are located
on the western limb of the syncline and the sediments underlying the wells dip gently to
the east-northeast at approximately one to five degrees (Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967).
The dips of Upper Cretaceous formations are interrpted in the Borie wellfield and in the
southwestern part of the Happy Jack wellfield by the north plunging Borie anticline. The
crest of the anticline trends north-northwest and passes through the eastern half of T 12

, R 68 W then veers northwest where it ends near the center ofT 14 N, R 68 W. The
anticlinal crest is observable in cross-sections through the Borie and Happy Jack
well fields (Figures 12 and 14). The Borie anticline does not extend upwards into the
Tertiary formations. The Horse Creek anticline extends south into the northern section of
the Bell wellfield,

The western edge of the Denver-Julesburg basin near Cheyenne is defined by the
Laramie Range. West of the Federal wellfield Paleozoic and Mesozoic formations are
steeply dipping to slightly overtrned as a result of displacement along the Hecla thrust
fault, a north-south trending Laramide structure, The Hecla thrust fault has a dip 
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FIGUR 18 CROSS-SECTON EXPLANATON CHAT
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approximately 30 degrees to the west and an estimated 4 000 feet of displacement has
occured along the fault plane (Black and Veatch, 1994).

" j

Stratigraphy

Sediments ranging in age from Mississippian to Tertiary underlie the Cheyenne
municipal wellfields, Because the focus of this study is on the formations that contribute
water to the municipal wells , only the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments are
considered in this section. A general stratigraphic column summarizing the lithologies
thicknesses, and ages of the formations of interest are presented in Figure 19. The
following sections describe the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary formations present in the
municipal wellfields in detail.

Upper Cretaceous Strata

" )

The Upper Cretaceous strata are represented by the Pierre, Lance, and Fox Hills
Formations in the Cheyenne wellfield areas. These formations are identified and
differentiated from one another in this report by both their lithologic characteristics and
by their respective signatures on geophysical logs. Basing the contacts of the formations
on lithologic descriptions alone proved diffcult because the formations frequently grade
into one another. Identifying formational boundaries from geophysical electric resistivity
logs produced significantly more satisfactory results. Formational contacts within the
Upper Cretaceous strata were identified based on positive (right) increases in resistivity
which are indicative of coarse-grained permeable units (Figures 10, 14). Descriptions of
the formations and their occurrence in the Cheyenne well field area follows.

Pierre Formation

The Pierre Formation is a thick sequence of dark gray to black marine shales containing
numerous thin sandy layers, The sandy layers are primarily concentrated near the top
and middle of the formation. Estimates of the thickness vary from 3 000 feet in the
Federal area (Gray, 1949) to 5 700 feet in the Cheyenne area (Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra
1967), The depth to the formation varies from zero at the outcrop to approximately 2 000
feet at the eastern edge ofthe Happy Jack wellfield.

Outcrops of the Pierre Formation are poor and badly weathered. The Pierre Formation
crops out in the valley of the North Fork of Crow Creek and in three fensters along the
Hecla thrust fault (Figure 20). No sandstones within the Pierre Formation were identified
in the field.

Fox Hils Formation

The Fox Hils Formation is a medium-grained, friable, white to gray, silty, shallow

marine sandstone , and contains black specks of biotite that give the formation a salt and
pepper appearance. The deposition of the formation occurred during the last seatransgression 
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the area, The formation has been subject to erosion in the Federal wellfield and has not
been identified there in geophysical and lithologic logs or in outcrop, In the other
Cheyenne wellfields the Fox Hills Formation is persistent with a thickness of 150 to 200
feet (Figures 11- 13). The depth to the Fox Hils Formation varies fiom 1 200 to 1 800
feet in the eastern municipal wellfields.

A small outcrop of the Fox Hills Formation was found just west of Gilchrist Road
(Laramie County Road 109-A), approximately three miles north of its intersection with
Happy Jack Road, The outcrop is a light gray, fiiable, silty sandstone , with biotite flakes
and appeared to have numerous bUITOWS throughout. In field reconnaissance, an iron-
stained Ophiamorpha cast was found in the outcrop. This find reveals the outcrop is the
shallow marine Fox Hills Formation because Ophiamorpha are near-shore dwelling

orgamsms.

Lance Formation

/' '

The Lance Formation consists of interbedded sandstones and shales with a few thin
layers of coal. The lower part of the formation is gray siltstone and dark, carbonaceous
shale with thin beds of sandstones. The upper part of the formation is yellow brown fine-
grained sandstones and shale, Locally the formation contains bentonite and oyster shell
beds. Under the eastern Cheyenne wellfields the Lance Formation is 500 to 1 200 feet
thick (Figures 11-13). No outcrops of the Lance Formation occur north ofInterstate-
in the Cheyenne area, and the formation is absent in the Federal wellfield. The

depositional environment of the Lance Formation has been interpreted as marginal
coastal and continental because of the presence of sands, shales , and coals.

Tertiary Strata

The Tertiar strata present in the Cheyenne wellfields include the White River and the
Ogallala Groups. These stratigraphic units are given group status in this report to avoid
confusion in terminology because both of these units have been subdivided into
formations in other geographic localities. Identification of and cOITelation of the Tertiary
strata has been problematic west of the Cheyenne city limits. According to Weston
Engineering (I 996), "The White River and Ogallala Groups have been well defined
stratigraphically, but less so lithologically." Identification and cOITelation of the Tertiary

strata in the High Plains Provence has been made on the basis of fossil evidence and
lithology. However, the proximity of the Cheyenne wellfields to the source of the
sediments composing the groups, the Laramie Range, resulted in high proportions of
coarse-grained materials, which are not typical of the units in other locales and is not
conducive to the preservation of fossils.



The reasons for difficulties in distinguishing between the Tertiary strata in the Cheyenne
area were probably best stated by Weston Engineering (1996). Identifying the different
stratigraphic units is difficult because:

all three groups contain the same lithologies, but in varying proportions;

no one rock tye is unique to any of the groups;

proximity of the units to the Laramie Range caused rapid lateral and vertical
variations in lithology that is not observed in the Tertiary strata elsewhere;

lateral and vertical variations over short distances in the units renders correlation of
the units diffcult, if not impossible; and

the groups do not have any diagnostic physical properties.

, )

Outcrops of the Tertiar strata can often be identified in and around the Cheyenne
wellfields but identification of stratigraphic contacts is problematic in the subsurface.
Subsurface identification of the boundaries relies on lithologic and geophysical logs.
Lithologic logs describe drill cuttings which are frequently not representative of the
material down hole and descriptions of the dril cuttings are very subjective, Many logs
only describe the gross lithology of the fonnation with no other descriptions , such as
color or quantity of silt or clay, which makes correlation of the geologic strata nearly
impossible.

Geophysical logs were also reviewed for possible correlations. A persistent, prominent
decrease in the electrical resistivity log was observed in several wells (Conrey No. I on
Figure 13). The boundary between the Ogallala Group and the White River Group was
assigned to the point where the resistivity decreases and the lithologic log records clay or
siltstone. This boundary was not obvious in every well and the boundary was assigned
based on the elevation of the boundary in nearby wells and the lower contact of the
deepest coarse-grained unit.

White River Group

The White River Group is predominantly a buff to gray siltstone with a few coarse-
grained deposits near the base of the unit. The fine-grained materials in the group are
eolian and fluvial re-worked eolian deposits, while the coarse-grained deposits are
interpreted as fluvial in origin and rarely occur more than a few miles from the Laramie
Range (Stanley, 1971). A period of erosion preceded the deposition of the White River
Group and the group fonns an angular unconfonnity with the older units under it. The
thickness of the group varies from zero at the foot of the Laramie Range to 600 feet in the
Cheyenne wellfields. In the Federal wellfield the White River Group fonns the outcrop;



in the other Cheyenne wellfields the group is buried under 150 to 250 feet ofthe Ogallala
Group.

The White River Group is typically divided into two formations, the lower Chadron
Formation and the upper Brule Formation. Some early theses identified both formations
near the Federal wellfield (Brady, 1949; Moore, 1963), but others questioned the ability
to discern the contact and/or presence of the formations west of Cheyenne (Gray, 1949;
McGrew, 1953). Lateral variations in lithology and poor exposures led Gray (1949) to
conclude that the formations could not be accurately identified west of Cheyenne.
McGrew (1953) observed that the identification of the formations is readily made in
eastern Wyoming but the group becomes one unit to the west. Weston Engineering
(1996) found no evidence that either of these formations are present in the Cheyenne
wellfields. Research for this project revealed no consistent data that allowed the
separation of the White River Group into the Chadron and Brule Formations.
Descriptions of the Chadron and Brule Formations that follows is based on limited
exposures found in the Federal wellfield.

Chadron Formation

: )

The Chadron Formation is composed of siltstone, mudstone, claystone, and reddish-
brown, cross-bedded, arkosic , variably cemented conglomerate. Most of the fragments in
the conglomerate are angular, which indicates that the conglomerate was deposited near
its source area (Brady, 1949), The formation thickness varies from zero to 100 feet in the
Federal area (Gray, 1949), but has not been identified in the other wellfields, Outcrops of
the Chadron Formation in the Cheyenne wellfields are limited to the area between the
South Fork of Lodgepole Creek and the North Fork of Crow Creek. The conglomerates
are the most identifiable units in the formation and are lenticular and very laterally
variable, The character of the conglomerates has been interpreted as channel deposits in
an alluvial fan (Moore, 1963). The conglomerates are locally well cemented with silica
and in some areas appear as hoo-doo erosional forms. Along the South Fork of Crow
Creek the well cemented portions of the formation are refeITed to as "Rimrock,

Brule Formation

The Brule Formation is made up of massive, pink to white, gray, and light brown
siltstones, mudstones , volcanic glass , and minor amounts of sandstone, limestone, and
conglomerate. Coarse-grained materials in the Brule Formation were seen only in the
Federal well field and were predicted to diminish in thickness and extent with distance
from the Laramie Range (Morgan , 1946). Thickness estimates vary from 200 to 480 feet
in the Federal area (Morgan, 1946; Gray, 1949).

A 30- foot high cliff north of MeITitt No. 15 is probably representative of the Brule
Formation in the Cheyenne area, The outcrop is a massive , pale gray, calcite-cemented
siltstone with minor flecks of biotite, The outcrop has numerous fractures , several thin
clastic dikes , and what might be horizontal pipes near the base. The clastic dikes are
filled with cemented, silty gravel near the base of the outcrop that grades into silt



resembling the surrounding outcrop with increasing height. Small aragonite crystals are
abundant where the fill material in the clastic dikes is fiactued. A large aragonite geode
some eight inches square and two inches thick was discovered in the outcrop during field
research for this project.

Many authors have mentioned the blocky appearance of outcrops and the abundant
fiactures in exposures of the Brule Fonnation (Lowry, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967). The
fiactues observed in outcrops are best developed where the formation has been exposed
to weathering and fiesh exposures are less fiactured. Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra (\ 967)
used these observations to conclude that the formation is probably not fiactured at depth.

Arikaree Group

The Arkaree Group is not present in the Cheyenne wellfields according to Lowr, Crist
and Tilstra (\967), Bart (1975), and Cooley and Crist (\981). Cooley and Crist (\981)
show the group in northern Laramie County on a regional cross-section, but it pinches
out nort of Cheyenne.

Ogallala Group

/ )

The Ogallala Group in the Cheyenne wellfields is composed of heterogeneous deposits of
well- to poorly-sorted, fine- to very coarse-grained sandstones, buff to pink to light
brown siltstones and claystones, variably cemented conglomerates, minor amounts of
volcanic ash and isolated beds of algal limestones. The gravels and sands in the Ogallala
are primarily weathered Sherman Granite fiom the Laramie Range, and the proportion of
coarse-grained materials decreases to the east (Morgan, 1946; Moore, 1963). Siltstones

and claystones in the group are similar to those in the White River Group and are
probably reworked Brule sediments (Morgan, 1946). Many lithologic logs in the
Cheyenne wellfields have misidentified siltstones in the Ogallala Group as "Brule Clay
The Ogallala Group is missing in the Federal wellfield , but fonns the outcrop in the other
Cheyenne wellfields where it is up to 300 feet thick (see Figures 8- 12).

An erosional episode prior to the Miocene removed the Arikaree Group and part of the
White River Group in the Cheyenne wellfields. Major stream valleys up to 15 miles
wide and 300 feet deep fonned in eastern Wyoming prior to the deposition of the
Ogallala Group (Weston Engineering, 1996), which lies unconformably on the White
River Group. Coarse-grained sand and gravel bodies in the Cheyenne wellfields are
laterally and vertically discontinuous and are separated by fine-grained siltstones and
claystones. Municipal wells drilled within tens of feet of one another have encountered
significantly different deposits at depth (Weston Engineering, 1996; 1998). Morgan
(\946) and Lowry, Crist, and Tilstra (\967) attribute the heterogeneous distributions of
the coarse-grained materials in lens-shaped deposits to an alluvial fan complex centered
on Lone Tree Creek. This depositional model fits well with the observed geologic
characteristics of the Ogallala Group in the Cheyenne wellfields.



While the Ogallala Group crops out throughout the Bell, Borie, and Happy Jack
wellfields it is typically covered by vegetation and a thin mantle of soil. This cover and
the heterogeneous distribution of coarse- and fine-grained materials makes tracing any
exposure over a distance of more than tens to hundreds of feet impossible. A hilside cut
that serves as the bullet stop for the Cheyenne Police firing range in the Happy Jack
well field is a small window in the Ogallala Group. Lenticular beds of clays are exposed
in the upper part of the cut. The central part of the cut is composed of uncemented
trough cross-bedded , angular gravels which are indicative of a high energy depositional
environment and could represent a braided stream deposit. The base of the cut exposes
the lower margin of the gravel beds which lie on scoured clays, Other exposures of the
Ogallala in the well fields are silty, clast supported conglomerates that contain angular
tragments and are tightly cemented by carbonate cement. These deposits can be
observed in several parts of the wellfields near Borie No. , Finnerty No, 2, and Eddy No.
2, Weston Engineering (1996) tentatively identified these conglomerates as debris flows,

AQUIFER DATA

The hydrogeology of the units yielding water to the Cheyenne municipal wells was
determined trom several sources including; lithologic and geophysical logs, well
completion reports , pump test data, well records trom Wyoming State Engineer s Office
fies , USGS reports, Wyoming Geological Survey reports, and unpublished City of
Cheyenne records. The following sections give a synopsis of the known hydrogeology of
the Cheyenne wellfields.

Upper Cretaceous Formations

The Upper Cretaceous formations do not contribute water to wells in the Bell , Borie, and
Happy Jack wellfields and their contribution to wells in the Federal wellfield is subject to
debate. Black and Veatch (1994) assign a small percentage of total production in the
Federal wells to the Lance Formation, but no evidence was found in geophysical and
lithologic logs that the Lance Formation is present in the wellfield. Any Upper
Cretaceous units present in the Federal wellfield are lumped with the White River Group
for the purposes of wellhead protection in this project. Yields ofless than 40 gallons per
minute (gpm) are realized in wells producing trom the full thicknesses of Upper
Cretaceous sandstones near Cheyenne (Weston Engineering, 1996). Yields are probably
much less where the sandstones have been thinned by erosion, if they are even present in
the Federal well field. Additionally, any groundwater derived trom Upper Cretaceous
sandstones is recharged trom the White River Group because there are no Upper
Cretacous outcrops in or upgradient of the well field and they are bounded below by
thousands offeet oflow permeability shales,



White River Group

The White River Group crops out in the Federal wellfield and lies under 200 to 300 feet
of the Ogallala Group in the other Cheyenne municipal wellfields. The thickness of the
aquifer varies between zero, along the eastern flanks of the Laramie Range where the
White River Group is not saturated to approximately 400 feet in the Bell , Borie , and
Happy Jack well fields (Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967; Crist, 1980; and Ertec, 1984).

The heterogeneity of the lithology of the White River Group lends itself to a variety of
penneability characteristics. The primary penneability in the White River Group 
limited to sandstones and gravels, whose interstitial spaces have not been plugged by silt
or clay. Groundwater flow within these sandstones and gravels is classic porous flow,
Secondary penneability occurs where weathering has fiactured the siltstones.

Siltstones and claystones comprise the largest part of the aquifer. Laboratory
penneability testing ofthe siltstones resulted in penneabilities "too small to be accurately
measured to 0.02 gallons per day per square foot" (Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967). In
the Federal wellfield fiactures in the siltstones at the ground surface have been filled
with fine grained materials and do not appear to be penneable. Stream flow across
outcrops with filled fiactues did not diminish during field observations. The role of
fiactures below the ground surface in the Federal wellfield is unknown. In the Happy
Jack wellfield fiactures in the White River Group are believed to contribute water to
some wells where saturated, penneable Ogallala sediments overly the fiactues (Weston
Engineering, 1996), Similar phenomena have been observed in the Brule Fonnation in
western Nebraska (Barrish and Morrin, 1987). In Nebraska, fiactures in the Brule
Fonnation have been correlated with the presence of paleo, channels, Streams weathered
the Brule Fonnation and the fiactures either remained void or filled with coarse-grained
materials, Locating the fiactures in the Bell, Borie, and Happy Jack wellfields is a
difficult task because of the overlying Ogallala Group. However, Moore (1959) reported
that present-day drainages appear to follow Oligocene-aged stream chanels, This
observation may be tre but not all wells driled into the White River Group in drainages
in the Bell , Borie, and Happy Jack wellfields encountered fiactures. Detennining the
extent of the fiacture systems in the eastern municipal wellfields is not possible with the
present data set.

The White River Group contains "abundant" coarse-grained materials according to
several theses completed near the Laramie Range (Moore, 1959; Brady, 1949; Gray, 19-
49; Dockery, 1939; Haun , 1949; and Minick, 1951). Morgan (1946) noted that the
fiaction of coarse-grained sandstones and gravels in the White River Group decreased
east of the Federal area. The coarse-grained materials in the White River Group were
deposited by streams in an alluvial fan , which causes the distribution of the penneable
portions of the group to be laterally and vertically variable. Most of the paleo-stream
channels containing sandstones and gravels are presumed to have an east to northeast
orientation (Weston Engineering, 1996), but the exact location of the channels over any
distance is unkown. The production of groundwater in wells is fiom the coarse-grained
materials in the Federal wellfield (Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967), Numerous test wells
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were driled by the City of Cheyenne in the Federal wellfield during the 1940' s and
1950' s. Those wells that did not encounter sandstones or gravels were abandoned
because they were dry holes (Unpublished city records, various dates).

Reliable pump test data of wells completed solely in the White River Group are scarce,
Wells in the Bell , Borie, and Happy Jack well fields that penetrate the White River Group
also produce water from the Ogallala Group, which makes detennining the aquifer
parameters ofthe White River Group impossible without bridging offthe Ogallala Group
and pump testing the well, which is not an economical option for the City of Cheyenne.
Pump tests of wells in the Federal wellfield offer the only opportnity to detennine the
hydrologic characteristics of the White River Group, Table I lists the transmissivities
and storage coeffcients of the municipal wells that have been pump tested. The
transmissivities of the wells completed soley in the White River Group vary from 4.2 x

to 1.3 X 10 gallons per day per foot (gpdlft), and the storage coeffcients that have
been calculated indicate that the aquifer is confined. Of the eight active municipal wells
in the Federal wellfield six have been pump tested for periods greater than 10 hours. The
accuracy of the transmissivities calculated from the short-tenn pump tests is doubtful
especially given the extreme heterogeneity of the aquifer materials in the wellfield.
Drawdown plots of Merrtt No. 5 and Merritt No. 15 , which were tested for 42 and 35
hours respectively, both show that the cones of depression intercepted boundaries
(Bearlodge, 1989 and 1990). The cone of depression for Merritt No. 5 encountered a

positive boundary approximately 2 000 minutes into the pump test, while the cone of
depression from Merrtt No. 15 intercepted a negative boundar 1 200 minutes into the
pump test. These two pump tests demonstrate that the distribution of the penneable
materials in the White River Group causes it to be a highly anisotropic aquifer and that
pump test data gives only an indication of the near well conditions in the aquifer. Pump
tests of a duration of less than a day are probably useless for the purposes of aquifer
characterization.

Recharge to the White River aquifer in the Federal wellfield occurs directly by the
infitration of precipitation and stream flow on outcrops of penneable sands and gravels.
The location of these penneable materials cannot be detennined with accuracy because
much of the outcrop is obscured by a mantle of vegetation and soils across the western
part of the well field where the sands and gravels are closest to the land surface. Outcrops
of sandstones, gravels , and conglomerates were only observed in the valleys of the North
Fork of Crow Creek and the South Fork of Lodgepole Creek near the trace of the Hecla
thrust fault. The cemented part of the Chadron Fonnation, or "Rimrock" can easily be
seen at the crest of the north valley wall of the North Fork of Crow Creek, but the

exposures are covered by siltstones and provide very little surface area for the infitration
of water.
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TABLE 1

CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
AQUIFER DATA

(REVISED MAY 2006)

BELL WELLFIELD

Well Name Geologic Duration Source Confining Source
Units (gpd/ft) otTest of Data Conditions of Data

(hours)
Bell No, 5 Twr 8 x 10. 168 Weston 24 x 10" Weston

2000 2000
Bell No, 6 , Twr 36 x 10 Lowry and 6 x 10" Lowry and

Crist, Crist
1967 1967

Bell No, 8 To, Twr 9 x 10' 101 Weston 4.4 x10" Weston
1996 1998

Bell No, 10 , Twr 1 x 10 168 Lidstone, 8 x10" Lidstone
2006 2006

Bell No, 11 Twr 63 x 10 120 Weston 4.49 x 1 Weston
2000 2000

Bell No, 12 , Twr 92 x 10 Lowry and 9 x 1 Lowry and

Crist, Crist
1967 1967

Bell No, 16 , Twr 9 x 10 Cheyenne Confined Ertec
City 1984

Records
Bell No, 17 , Twr 6 x 10 165 Lidstone, 8 x 10 Lidstone

2006 2006
Bell No, 25 To, Twr 39 x 10' 125 Weston 09 x 10 Weston

2000 2000



" i BORIE WELLFIELD

Well Name Geologic Duration Sou rce Confining Sou rce

Units (gpd/ft) fT e of Data Conditions of Data
hours

Borie No, 1 , Twr 3 x 10" Weston 8 x 10' Weston
1996 1996

Elkar No, 7 7 x 10 167 Weston Confined Ertec,
1996 1984

Finnert No, 2 , Twr 9 x 10 168 Lidstone, 8 x10'. Lidstone
2006 2006

Weber No, 1 , Twr 8 x 10. 168 Wester, 2 x10 Wester,
Wetstein Wetstein

1994 1994



HAPPY JACK WELLFIELD

Well Name Geologic Duration Sou rce Confining Source
Units (gpd/ft) of Test of Data Conditions of Data

(hours)
Bailey No, 5 , Twr 6 x 10 172 Weston Confined Ertec,

1996 1984
Eddy NO. , Twr 0 x 1Ct 146 Weston 5 x 10 Weston

1996 1996
Elkar No, 1 To, Twr 8 x 10 151 Weston Confined Ertec

1996 1984
Elkar No, 5 , Twr 1 x 10 Cheyenne Confined Ertec

City 1984
Records

Happy Jack No, , Twr 0 x 10 Weston Confined Ertec
1999 1984

Holman No, 1 , Twr 75x10' 100 Weston 1 x 10" Ertec,
1996 1984

King No, 1 To, Twr 32 x 10' 163 Weston Confined Ertec
1996 1984

King No, 2 , Twr 65 x 10' Bearlodge 4.4 x 10 Bearlodge
1990 1990

King No, 4 To, Twr 65 x 10' 150 Weston 2 x 10 Weston
1996 1996

King No, 5 , Twr 1 x 10' 116 Weston 5.4 x 10 Weston
1998 1998

Koppes No, 1 , Twr 93 x 10 148 Weston Confined Ertec,
1996 1984

Koppes No, 2 , Twr 0 x 10 Weston 1 x 10" Weston
1998 1998

Koppes No, 3 To, Twr 27 x 10' Weston 5 x 10 Weston
1999 1999

Koppes No, 4 , Twr 2.48 x 10' 143 Weston 11 x 10 Weston
2000 2000

Koppes No, 6 , Twr 1 x 10 Bearlodge 6 x 10' Bearlodge,
1989 1989



FEDERAL WELLFIELD

Well Name Geologic Duration Source Confining Source
Units (gpdlf) otTest of Data Conditions Of Data

(hours)
Merritt No, 5 Twr 3 x 10' Bearlodge 2 x 10" Bearlodge

1990 1989
Merritt No, 6 Twr 2 x 10' 166 Weston 0 x 10' Weston

2000 2000
Merritt No, 8 Twr 5 x 10 141 Weston 53x 10- Weston

2000 2000
Merritt No, 9 Twr, KI 8x1if 121 Weston 0 x 10' Weston

Kfh 2000 2000
Merritt No, 14 Twr 6 x 1 if 168 Lidstone 7x10" Lidstone,

2002 2002
Merritt No, 15 Twr 6 x 10 Bearlodge 5 x 10- Beariodge

1989 1989
State No, 1 Twr
State No, 2 Twr 22 x 10' 168 Weston 7 x 10' Weston

2000 2000



Ogallala Group

The Ogallala Group is exposed throughout the Bell, Borie, and Happy Jack wellfields.
The outcrop extends westward from the Bell and Happy Jack wellfields a distance of
approximately six miles to the Islay escarpment. West of the Borie wellfield the Ogallala
Group laps onto Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks some eight miles west of Borie No.
The thickness of the Ogallala aquifer varies from zero feet west of the wellfields where
the sediments are not saturated to a maximum of 150 feet in the Happy Jack wellfield.

The poorly sorted materials composing the Ogallala Group result in a variety of
penneability conditions in the eastern municipal wellfields. Silts and clays having low
penneabilities act as confining layers between channel deposits consisting of sand
sandstones, gravels , and conglomerates. These coarse-grained channel deposits provide
water to the municipal wells completed in the Ogallala aquifer though porous media
flow.

Penneability in the Ogallala aquifer is controlled by the location and orientation of the
coarse-grained channel deposits. The distribution of the channel deposits is laterally and
horizontally variable, as would be expected in an alluvial fan depositional system. Cross-
sections through the Bell, Borie, and Happy Jack wellfields demonstrate the
discontinuous character of the channel deposits (see Figures 8-14). Geologic
investigations conducted at the Cheyenne municipal landfill , located within the Happy
Jack wellfield, confinned that the distribution of coarse-grained materials is
unpredictable in the Ogallala aquifer (Inberg-Miller (1997). A complex series of
boreholes and monitoring wells in and around the landfill identified some gravel channels
that appeared to be continuous, but other channels disappeared over distances of a few
hundred feet. The Cheyenne Ten Well Rehabilitation Project encountered two areas of
highly anisotropic hydraulic conditions (Weston Engineering, 1996). The Conrey test
well was drilled 77 feet from the original Conrey well but pump testing revealed that the
wells are not hydraulically connected. Pump testing of the Holman replacement well
revealed that the transmissivity between Holman and Eddy No. 2 is twice as high as the
transmissivity between Holman and Bell No. 10.

Investigators have identified several penneability pathways in the Happy Jack well field.
Figure 21 graphically depicts hydraulic communication between wells, as detennined
from pump tests (Morgan, 1946; Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra, 1967; and Weston
Engineering, 1996), These penneability pathways reveal that the more highly
transmissive channels have a northeasterly trend. Similar documentation is not available
for the Bell or Borie well fields. However, I found a cemented gravel channel in the
valley wall of Crow Creek, in Section 20 , T 14 N, R 67 W, that had been exposed to
provide a three-dimensional view of the channel. The channel has a northwest to
southeast orientation. These two sets of observations indicate that Crow Creek was
probably the major stream valley in the Cheyenne area during the deposition of the
Ogallala Group and that the coarse-grained channel deposits converge on the Crow Creek
valley.
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Pump test have been conducted on all of the wells in the Bell, Borie , and Happy Jack
wellfields with most ofthe tests having durations greater than one day. The vast majority
of the wells are completed in both the White River and Ogallala aquifers but the results
of the pump tests are representative of aquifer conditions in the Ogallala aquifer.
Transmissivities and storage coeffcients determined from pump testing are listed in
Table 1. Values for transmissivity range from 2,5 x 10 to 6.3 X 10 gpd/ft and storage
coefficients vary from 8.0 x 10'2 to 5.9 X 10'5 All 

wells but one, Borie No. I , have
storage coeffcients consistent with a confined aquifer. The aquifer near Borie No, I is
semi-confined, which gives the well an anomolously high effective transmissivity of
08 x 10 gpd/ft (Weston Engineering, 1996). The average transmissivity of the

Ogallala aquifer in the municipal wellfields is estimated to be 3,8 x 10 gpd/ft (Lowry,
Crist, and Tilstra, 1967).

Recharge to the Ogallala aquifer occurs from infitration of precipitation on the Ogallala
outcrops and from stream flow in losing stretches of streams. According to Black and
Veatch (1994) most of the recharge to the Ogallala aquifer is from precipitation.
Computer modeling inputs by Crist (! 980) and Ertec (1984) estimated direct recharge
from precipitation at 95 and 51 % of total recharge, respectively. Determining the exact
location of recharge points is diffcult given the heterogeneous natue of the Ogallala
Group and the soil and grass cover over most of the outcrop. Stream losses are the easier
to observe. Such losses are readily observed in Lone Tree Creek where it passes across
the western edge of the Ogallala outcrop. Recharge occurring along the edge of the
outcrop is the probable source for water for the deeper gravel channels that provide water
to the municipal wells, whereas infitration occurring within the wellfields is only
recharging near-surface permeable units that are hydraulically isolated from the
municipal wells.
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CONFINING LAYER CONDITIONS

Confining layer conditions in the Cheyenne municipal well fields have been determined
for this report ITom four sources in decreasing order of reliability; pump test data
hydrogeologic observations , lithologic and geophysical logs , and regional groundwater
studies. Table I lists the confining conditions near the Cheyenne municipal wells and the
source of the data. Confining conditions are unknown for some wells in the Federal
well field, which is noted in Table I.

Storage coeffcients have been calculated ITom pump tests for many of the municipal
wells. Aquifers with storage coefficients between 0.3 and I x 10'2 are unconfined

aquifers with storage coefficients between 1 x 10'2 and 5 x 10. are semi-confined or
leaky", and aquifers with storage coeffcients smaller than 5 x 10'3 are confined (Freeze

and Cherr, 1979). All but four wells for which storage coefficients are available are
confined, Borie No. I , Merritt No. , and State No. 2 are semi-confined.

, )

Based on pump test results and data collected ITom observation wells , Merrtt No, 9
exhibits semi-confined conditions; however, the old Merritt No, 8 well had been pumped
for three and a half months prior to replacement well construction and testing of the new
Merritt No. 8 and Merritt No. 9 wells. The pump test data used to calculate the storage
coeffcient is therefore tainted by the recovery ofthe aquifer ITom the long-term pumping
of the old Merritt No, 8 well. The fact that the static water level is 38 feet above the
uppermost screen in Merrtt No. 9 indicates that the aquifer is confined.

The WWHPPGD recommends consulting lithologic logs and static water levels in wells
to determine the confining conditions near a well. In the Cheyenne municipal wellfields
vertical heterogeneity of the White River and Ogallala aquifers makes lithologic logs
coupled with static water levels useless for determining confining conditions because
descriptions such as "sandy clay" or "silty sand" are ambiguous in terms of permeability.
Geophysical logs used in conjunction with lithologic logs and static water levels can, in
some cases , offer a more reliable means of qualitatively describing confining conditions,
Static water levels, lithologic logs , and geophysical logs were used in an attempt to
determine the degree of confinement near the wells; however, the geophysical responses
were so varied over such short vertical distances that it was not possible to make a
determination regarding the continuity of confining beds.

Confining conditions for wells for which pump test data are unavailable and
hydrogeologic observations are not applicable, were estimated ITom storativity maps
produced by Ertec (I984).
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WELL DATA

Well data, as requested by the WWHPPGD , are compiled in Table 2. The data were
obtained from several sources including the Wyoming State Engineer s Offce fies , well
construction reports, and unpublished city records. Including the lithologic logs of all of
the Cheyenne municipal wells would be cumbersome to this report; therefore , the report
or database containing the log are referenced in Table 2, To avoid repetition in the table
and to meet the requirements of the WWPPGD, all of the municipal wells were drilled
and have steel casings. Some information regarding the wells is unkown and these
items are noted with the word "Unkown" in the table.

PUMP DATA

Pump and motor data for the Cheyenne municipal wells are listed in Table 3. Much 
the data for wells constrcted prior to 1970 have been archived on index cards kept by
the wellfield supervisors. The data for pump and motor model and serial numbers have
not been kept for more recently constructed wells and the information is unavailable
without pulling the pump assembly out of the well.

WHPA DELINEATION DATA

, ,

This section describes the data that were used to delineate the WHP As for the Cheyenne
municipal wells. The sources of data are discussed first. The data used for delineating
Zone I WHPAs (Accident Prevention Zones), are briefly discussed, then the data used to
delineate the majority of the Zone 2 and 3 WHP As (Attenuation and Remedial Action
Zones, respectively) follow. Four wells presented special circumstances that require
additional discussion, The strategies used to delineate protection areas for the Federal
wellfield follows, then the methods used to create Borie Buffer Zone are presented. A
short discussion of data shortfalls conclude the section.

SOURCES OF DATA

Inputs required for the GPTRAC module of the WHPA model sources of the data are
given in Table 4. The remainder of this section will address specific items in Table 4
that require elaboration.

Transmissivity. The transmissivity of the aquifer around a well is one of the most
sensitive inputs in the WHP A model. Pump tests with durations long enough for
drawdown to stabilize are the sources of transmissivities used in delineations of WHP As
for this project.

Aquifer Thickness. Aquifer thickness in the Cheyenne wellfields varies considerably.
Lithologic logs of the municipal wells commonly reveal no indication of the water-
bearing properties of the rocks and the vertical variability of the lithologic materials
makes defining an aquifer thickness impossible. The WWHPPGD recommends using the
total
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TABLE 2

CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
WELL DATA

(REVISED MAY 2006)

BELL WELLFIELD

Well Location Year Drilled Elevation Lithologic Log Location Well Radius Total Depth (feet) Screen Length Screened Intervals Screen TYPe Pumping Rate
(feet ASL) (feet) (feet) (feet bgs) (gpm)

Bell No, 5 " 13 NE SE 2000 6263 Weston , 2000 .42 293 78, V,slot 400
154,164
170,180
182,187
246,256
273,283

Bell No, 6 18 NW SW 1956 6270 WSEO 225 165,225 Perf 350
Bell No, 8 , 14 NW SE 1997 6348 Weston , 1998 .42 170 140,160 V,slot 350
Bell No, 10 " 24 SE NW 2005 6328 Lidstone" 2006 .45 400 180,185 V,slot 250

203,208
223,233
360,390

Bell No, " 13 SE NW 1999 6280 Weston , 2000 .42 166 49, V,slot 700
126,156

Bell No, 12 " 68 , 14 SW SE 1956 6344 WSEO 208 Perf 300
Bell No, 16 " 67, 7 SW SW 1982 6328 WSEO 270 100 170,270 V,slot 500
Bell No, 17 13 SW SW 2005 6330 Lidstone , 2006 .45 365 160,185 V,slot 150

197-207
345-360

Bell No, 25 68, 12 NW SE 1999 6380 Weston , 2000 .42 272 136,141 V,slot 425
206,227
249,264

. Perf = Perforated; NA = Not Available; WSEO = Wyoming State Engineer s Offce

BORIE WELLFIELD

Well Location Year Drilled Elevation Lithologic Log Location Well Radius Total Depth (feet) Screen Length Screened Intervals Screen TYPe Pumping Rate
(feet ASL) (feet) (feet) (feet bgs) (gpm)

Borie No, 1 " 68 " 16 NE SE 1994 6640 Weston , 1996 .42 362 170,180 Slot 1000
185,210
235,245
270,290
295,315
332,342

Elkar No, 7 14 NW NW 1994 6601 Weston , 1996 .42 291 113 160,273 Slot 375
Finnert No, 2 , 14 NW SW 2005 6560 Lidstone , 2006 .45 386 130 149,230 Slot 550

238,258
268,278
353,373

Weber No, 1 " 68 , 24 NE NE 1993 6415 Wester,Wetstein , 1994 395 163,173 Slot 350
183,213
228,253
364,369

. Perf = Perforated; NA = Not Available; WSEO = Wyoming State Engineer s Offce



HAPPY JACK WELLFIELD

Well Location Year Drilled Elevation Lithologic Log Well Radius Total Depth (feet) Screen Length Screened Intervals Screen Type Pumping Rate
(feet ASL) Location (feet) (feet) (feet bgs) (gpm)

Bailey No, 5 26 SE NE 1994 6400 Weston , 1996 .42 317 119 88,93, Slot
100,120,
175,180,
208,213,
220,302

Eddy No, 2 23 SE SE 1994 6390 Weston , 1996 .42 335 119, 95,105, Slot 336
142,152,
165,170,
1 80,236,
270-275,
290-321

Elkar No, 1 " 25 SW NW 1994 6410 Weston , 1996 .42 459 120, 105,187 Slot 200
275,286

350,437,
Elkar No, 5 4 SW NE 1986 6585 WSEO 420 180,210 V,slot 750

250-270
350,360

Happy Jack No, 36 SW NW 1985 6428 280 100 140,221 Slotted 275
261,276

Holman No, 1 68, 24 SE SE 1994 6322 Weston 1996 .42 370 87, 100,120, Slot
200,210,
270,290,
299,335

King NO. 4 SW SE 1994 6627 Weston , 1996 .42 360 114 185,200 Slot 200
235,245
252,262
274,353

Kino No, 2 3 NW NW 1990 6553, Bearlodoe , 1990 .42 150 120, 150 Slot 150
King No, 4 35 NE SW 1994 6512 Weston , 1996 .42 350 170,226 Slot 450

290,300
310,330

King No, 5 4 NE NE 1997 6684 Weston 1998 .42 395 230,235 Slot 200
240,245
250,260
280,285
300,325
345,385

Koppes No, 1 68, 34 NE NE 1994 6465 Weston , 1996 .42 265 150 100,120 Slot 356
140,150
165, 185
195,205
247-288
257-307

* Perf = Perforated; NA = Not Available; WSEO = Wyoming State Engineer s Offce
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HAPPY JACK WELLFIELD

Well Location Year Drilled Elevation Lithologic Log Well Radius Total Depth (feet) Screen Length Screened Intervals Screen TYPe Pumping Rate
(feet ASL) Location (feet) (feet) (feet bgs) (gpm)

Koppes No, 2 68, 27 SW SE 1997 6554 Weston , 1998 .42 331 155 122, 207, Slot 650
215,230

239, 249,
277, 322,

Koppes NO. 68, 34 SE SE 1998 6527 Weston , 1999 .42 375 130,185 Slot 325
315,335
350,365

Koppes No, 4 34 SE SE 1999 6550 Weston , 2000 .42 362 177,187 Slot 250
193,208
214-219
225-235
263-273
288,298
334,339
243,253

Koppes No, 6 33 NW NE 1987 6585 WSEO 300 200,270 Slot 200
Perf = Perforated; NA = Not Available; WSEO = Wyoming State Engineer s Offce

FEDERAL WELLFIELD

Well Location Year Drilled Elevation Lithologic Log Well Radius Total Depth (feet) Screen Length Screened Intervals Screen TYPe Pumping Rate
(feet ASL) Location (feet) (feet) (feet bgs) (gpm)

Merritt No, 5 15, 69, 6 SW NE 1990 6841 Bearlodge, 1990 .42 184 80,131 Slot 350
158,184

Merritt No, 6 5 NW NE 2000 6680 Weston , 2000 .42 178 93,113 Slot 150
121, 156
163, 168

Merritt No, 8 69, 27 SE SW 1999 6620 Weston , 2000 .42 178 111, 126 Slot 400
135,150
158,168

Merritt No, 9 15, 34 NE NE 1999 6595 Weston , 2000 .42 250 162 59,140 Slot 320
154-235

Merritt No. 14 21 SW SE 2001 6665 WSEO , LA 2002 .45 245 152-192 Slot 200
202-212
217,232

Merritt No, 15 33 NW NE 1989 6680 Bearlodqe , 1989 .42 240 107 105,212 Slot 225
State No, 1 15, 28 NW SE 1954 6642 WSEO 297 Perf 110
State NO. 69, 16 SW NE 2000 6780 Weston , 2000 .42 354 203,223 Slot 350

258-263
269-299
319-344

* Perf = Perforated; NA = Not Available; WSEO = Wyoming State Engineer s Offce



("J TABLE 3

CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
PUMP DATA

(REVISED MAY 2006)

WELL NAME PUMP TYPE PUMP MAKE PUMP MODEL PUMP SETTING PUMP CAPACITY MOTOR MAKE MOTOR MODEL MOTOR RATING YEAR INSTALLED
(FEET) (GPM) (HP)

Bell No, 5 Submersible Goulds 7CHC 150 400 Franklin 2000
Bell No, 6 Turbine Pomona PV2721 190 400 Franklin 2KV1626 1956
Bell No, 8 Submersible Goulds 7CLC 138 300 Franklin 2366159020 1997
Bell No, 10 Submersible Goulds 7WALC 215 250 Franklin 2366169020 2005
Bell No, Submersible Goulds 8RJHC 120 700 Franklin 2396026021 1999
Bell No, 12 Submersible Pomona 2005PV 200 400 Franklin 2005PV 1991
Bell No, 16 Submersible Lavne,Bowler 36867 240 500 444 1982
Bell No, 17 Submersible Goulds 6CLC 195 150 Franklin 2005
Bell No, 25 Submersible Goulds 8RJLC 240 425 Franklin 2366176052 1999
Borie No, 1 Submersible Goulds 220 650 Franklin 2366198125 2002
Elkar No, 7 Submersible Goulds 8RJHC 200 700 Franklin 1995
Finnert No, 2 Submersible Goulds 8RJHC 235 550 Franklin 2005
Weber No, 1 Submersible 1993
Bailev No, 5 Submersible Goulds 7RALC 200 Franklin 1995
EddV No, 2 Submersible Goulds 7CLC 260 325 Franklin 1995
Elkar No, 1 Submersible Goulds 7WALC 200 200 Franklin 1995
Elkar NO. Submersible Goulds 22107 274 400 Franklin 2396036021 2002
Happv Jack No, 3 Submersible Goulds 6CHC, 252 250 Franklin 2366159020 1999
Holman No, 1 Submersible Goulds 7WALC 300 200 Franklin 1995
KinnNo, Submersible Goulds 7WALC 270 200 Franklin 1995
Kina No, 2 Submersible Goulds 150 H, 131 150 Hitachi VCTI 1992
Kina No, 4 Submersible Goulds 7CHC 240 450 Franklin 1995
KinnNo, Submersible Goulds 7CLC 295 300 Franklin 2366149020 1997
Koppes No, 1 Submersible Goulds 7TLC 220 500 Franklin 1995
Koopes No, 2 Submersible Goulds 210 650 Franklin 2366186025 1997
Kones No, 3 Turbine Lavne 22100 160 300 364 1943
Koppes No, 4 Submersible Goulds 8RJLC 250 400 Franklin 2366169020 1999
Koopes No, 6 Submersible Goulds 5CHC 238 175 Franklin 2366156010 1990
Merritt No, 5 Submersible Goulds 81C 131 350 Hitachi VCTI 1992
Merritt No, 6 Submersible Goulds 6CLC 158 150 Franklin 2000
Merritt No, 8 Submersible Goulds 8RJLC 153 400 Franklin 236615020 1999
Merritt No, 9 Submersible Goulds 7CHC 140 320 Franklin 236339020 1999
Merritt No, 14 Submersible Goulds 7WALC015 195 200 Franklin S13972 2002
Merritt No, 15 Submersible Crown S6,350, 178 340 Hitachi VCTI 2005
State NO. Turbine Pomona PS56615 115 175 Franklin 2045PV 1954
State No, 2 Submersible Goulds 7CHC 265 350 Franklin 2000
NA= Not Available
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TABLE 4

CHEYENNE VVP PLAN

WHPA MODEL INPUT PARMETERS
AND SOURCES OF DATA

INPUT SOURCE OF DATA

Transmissivitv (T) Pump test data

Aquifer thickness (b) Screened interval in well or, if unavailable, screened
interval in nearbv well

Porosity (m) Estimates ITom WWPPGD and published texts

Hydraulic QTadient (dhldx) Measured ITom potentiometic surface maps

Direction of flow Measured ITom potentiometic surface maps

Pumping rate (Q) Adjudicated pumping rate ITom Wyoming State
Engineer s Office (WSEO)

Well radius (r) Well construction reports or Statements of Completion 

(WSEm

Well location (x Well permits , verified with site visits and topographic
maps

Time of simulation (t Two and five vears, per WWHPGD (1997)

Degree of aquifer Pump test data, hydrogeologic observations, and geologic
confinement reports

Hydraulic conductivity of Pump test data
confining layer (K ' ), if
semi-confined aauifer

Confining layer thickness Lithologic and/or geophysical logs 

(b' ), if semi-confined
aauifer



lengt of the screened intervals in the well being modeled as the aquifer thickness, This
method of estimating aquifer thickness was used for this project.

Porosity. The wide variety of lithologic conditions encountered in the municipal wells
made estimating the porosity very difficult, Professional literature and the WWPGD
were consulted for typical porosities of alluvial type materials. The units yielding water
to the municipal wells are sands, sandstone, gravels , and conglomerates, Freeze and
Cherr (1979) report the porosities of these aquifer media vary ITom 25 to 40% for
gravels , 25 to 50% for unlithified sands , and 5 to 30% for sandstone. The WWPPGD
narrows these ranges considerably. It assigns a porosity of25% to alluvium composed of
gravels, sands, and unconsolidated to partially consolidated sandstone and conglomerate.
Sandstones are given a porosity of 15%, A porosity of 18%, slightly higher value than
sandstone but less than unconsolidated sands and gravels, was used for delineations in
this plan.

Hydraulic Gradient and Direction of Flow. These two inputs were obtained ITom
potentiometric maps. Two potentiometric maps were created durng the preparation of
this report, one for the Bell wellfield and one for the Federal well field (Figures 22 and
23). Attempts to create similar maps for the Borie and Happy Jack wellfields failed
because recent data are sparse and because much of the available data were gathered
during different time periods. Plotting the data resulted in maps with numerous gradient
reversals, caused by collecting data immediately after wells were shut off. The maps
were not useful for WHPA delineations. In the Borie and Happy Jack wellfields the
potentiometric map by Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra (1967) was consulted for flow directions
and hydraulic gradients,

Groundwater circulation within the aquifers was assumed to be isotropic and
perpendicular to potentiometric surface lines for the purposes of determining the

hydraulic gradients and flow directions near the wells.

Pumping Rate. The adjudicated pumping rate, established by the Wyoming State
Engineer, for each well was used for the delineations. Utilizing the adjudicated rates
creates the largest WHPAs which more conservatively protect the wells.

Degree of Confinement. The degree of confinement is discussed in detail in earlier
sections of this chapter.

ZONE 1 WHPA DELINEATIONS

( i

Zone I WHPAs for the municipal wells are either 50- or 100-foot radii , depending on
whether the wells are; constructed in one aquifer, meet minimum setbacks , have low to
moderate susceptibilities, and are constrcted according to WDEQ/WDQ standards, All

ofthe municipal wells are completed in one aquifer. Wells completed in the Ogallala and
White River Groups are considered to be completed in one aquifer because the

groundwater in these units commingles and cannot be differentiated using chemical
analysis. All of the municipal wells meet WDEQ/WQD minimum setback standards and
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have a low to moderate susceptibility. However, some wells are not completed according
to current WDEQ/WQD standards and some wells do not have adequate records to prove
that they are constrcted to WDEQIWQD standards. These wells are assigned a 100-foot
radius Zone I , and wells that do meet the constrction standards are assigned a 50-foot
radius Zone I.

ZONE 2 AND 3 WHPAS

Zone 2 and 3 WHPAs for wells in the Bell, Borie, Federal and Happy Jack wellfields
were all delineated using the GPTRAC module of the WHP A model. The input data for
the wells are displayed in Table 5, The units in Table 5 are consistent with the input
requirements for GPTRAC. Four wells required more input than was given in the WHPA
Delineation Data Table. The additional data is discussed below.

Borie No. I was found to be semi-confined ITom pump testing of the well. Weston
Engineering (1996) matched pump test drawdown data to a family of Theis type curves
to assign a value of 1.0 to rIB. This rIB value was applied to the Hantush-Jacob method
(1954) to detennine the conductivity of the leaky confining layer, which is 230 gpdlft.
The thickness ofthe leaky confining layer was estimated to be 90 feet ITom lithologic and
geophysical logs. The conductivity and thickness of the leaky confining layer were used
in addition the other values listed in Table 5 for Borie No. I , to delineate the Zone 2 and
3 WH As for the well.

Weber No. I is located near four non-municipal wells with high production rates. The
WHPAs for Weber No, 1 represent a combination of (a) WHPAs delineated with Weber
No. 1 pumping by itself and (b) Weber No. I and the nearby wells all pumping, This
strategy is employed to conservatively estimate the capture areas for Weber No. 1 since
the owners of the non-municipal wells can choose to not pump their wells , which is
modeled by Weber No. 1 pumping by itself, or the owners can pump their wells
continuously at any rate up to the adjudicated rates. Modeling all of the wells pumping at
once, at their adjudicated rates, and combining the results with the WHAs of Weber No.
1 pumping alone wil conservatively protect the well under any possible pumping
scenario. The locations and pumping rates of the non-municipal wells are listed in Table
6. All other aquifer parameters used in the WHP A modeling of the non-municipal wells
were the same as those for Weber No, 1 , which are given in Table 5.



TABLE 5

CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
WHPA DELINEATION DATA

(REVISED MAY 2006)

BELL WELLFIELD

Well Model Aquifer Type Aquifer Thickness Porosity Hydraulic Gradient Flow Direction Well Radius Well Location Well Location Boundary Type

(ft /d)
(ft)

(ft /d) (ft)

Bell No, 5 GPTRAC Confined 364 0065 3230 005 040 1,440 None
Bell No, 6 GPTRAC Confined 818 0065 323 380 880 760 None
Bell No, 8 GPTRAC Confined 877 018 200 .42 700 800 None
Beli NO. 1 0 GPTRAC Confined 430 010 120 .45 7,400 180 None
Bell No, GPTRAC Confined 846 0065 323 134 759 000 900 None
Bell No, 12 GPTRAC Confined 565 100 018 755 800 720 None
Bell No. 16 GPTRAC Confined 190 100 0068 316 255 300 000 None
Bell No, 17 GPTRAC Confined 342 018 872 .45 500 5,420 None
Bell No. 25 GPTRAC Confined 858 0068 331 818 8,400 800 None

: )

BORIE WELLFIELD

Well Model Aquifer Type Aquifer Thickness Porosity Hydraulic Gradient Flow Direction Well Radius Well Location Well Location Boundary Type

(ft /d) (ft)
(ft /d)

(ft)

Borie No, 1 GPTRAC Semi,Confined 750 0087 350 192 510 .42 780 700 None
Eikar No, 7 GPTRAC Confined 947 0069 192 .42 5,400 200 None
Finnerty No, 2 GPTRAC Confined 000 130 012 105 875 .45 360 740 None
Weber No, 1 GPTRAC Confined 775 011 351 380 600 000 None
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HAPPY JACK WELLFIELD

Well Model Aquifer Type Aquifer Thickness Porosity Hydraulic Gradient Flow Direction Well Radius Well Location Well Location Boundary Type
(ft /d)

(ft)
(ft /d)

(ft)

Bailey No, 5 GPTRAC Confined 139 110 0089 480 15,400 .42 640 840 Barrier
Eddy No, 2 GPTRAC Confined 802 120 015 684 .42 100 380 None
Elkar No, 1 GPTRAC Confi ned 176 120 011 503 .42 600 800 None
Elkar No, 5 GPTRAC Confined 215 007 144 385 360 040 None
Happy Jack GPTRAC Confined 802 100 009 128 100 040 None
No, 3

Holman No, 1 GPTRAC Confined 23401 0076 560 252 .42 200 5,400 Strip
415 Aquifer

King No, 1 GPTRAC Confined 765 115 006 503 .42 540 820 None
King No, 2 GPTRAC Confi ned 880 007 877 .42 11,740 880 None
King No, 4 GPTRAC Confined 205 0073 86,631 .42 6740 180 None
King No, 5 GPTRAC Confined 217 007 503 .42 000 800 None
Koppes No, 1 GPTRAC Confined 917 150 0071 257 .42 160 140 None
Koppes No, 2 GPTRAC Confined 508 155 0071 125 134 .42 840 540 None
Koppes No, 3 GPTRAC Confined 382 0068 4?D 257 360 780 None
Koppes No, 4 GPTRAC Confined 209 100 0079 128 780 5,430 None
Koppes No, 6 GPTRAC Confined 548 0079 882 260 4,400 None

, )

FEDERAL WELLFIELD

Well Model Aquifer Type Aquifer Thickness Porosity Hydraulic Gradient Flow Direction Well Radius Well Location Well Location Boundary Type
(ft /d) (ft)

(ft /d)
(ft)

Merritt No, 5 GPTRAC Confined 930 017 57" 380 .42 540 840 None
Merritt No, 6 GPTRAC Confined 930 0057 48, 877 .42 13,400 600 None
Merritt No, 8 GPTRAC Confined 334 676 127 005 .42 840 820 None
Merritt No, 9 GPTRAC Confined 043 162 00676 127 61,604 .42 10, 180 760 None
Merritt No, 14 GPTRAC Confined 348 0152 145 128 .45 310 10, 718 None
Merritt No, 15 GPTRAC Confined 392 107 00767 109 43,316 .42 040 200 None
State No, 1 GPTRAC Confined 392 107 00676 127 176 .42 840 800 None
State No, 2 GPTRAC Confined 575 0107 110, 380 .42 720 100 None
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TABLE 6

NON-MUNICIPAL WELL DATA
USED TO DELINEATE WEBER NO. 1 WHP A

Well Well Location X Well Location Y Pumping Rate
(feet) (feet) (fe/d)

41093 400 000 690
U.W, 57114 260 000 500

74548 700 000 000
W. 82585 700 760 130

Pump testing of Holman No. I revealed a strong east-west trend in transmissivity, with
lower transmissivities in other directions, (Weston Engineering, 1996). The
transmissivity west of the well is 2 340 feet2 per day (ft /d), whereas in the north and
south directions it is approximately 415 ft /d, This directional tranmissivity is attibuted

to a gravel channel oflimited areal extent. The GPTRAC module is capable of modeling
a strip aquifer, but it assumes that the transmissivity is zero outside of the strip. To
conservatively protect the well a strp 500 feet wide, the estimated maximum width of
gravel channels in the well fields, oriented east-west was modeled with the high
transmissivity, To account for groundwater contributions from the less transmissive
portions of the aquifer capture zones were created with the lower transmissivity value.
These WHAs were similar in shape to those of Koppes No. 6. Zone 2 and 3 WHPAs for
Holman No. I were then created by combining the length of the WHAs from the strip
aquifer with the width of the WHPAs created from the lower transmissivity values, The
results conservatively protect the areas that contribute groundwater to Holman No. I.

" ,

Pump testing of Bailey No. 5 resulted in the discovery of an impermeable boundary
200 feet from the well (Weston Engineering, 1996), Delineations for Bailey No.

were performed using the data in Table 5 and with a "barrier" boundary oriented
perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow 1 200 feet from the well. A 25%
factor of safety was added to the length of the Zone 3 WHP A to account for any errors
which might have occurred in calculating the distance to the boundary and to more
conservatively protect the parts of the aquifer that contribute groundwater to the well.

MERRTT NO. 9 ZONE 2 AND 3 WHPA DELINEATIONS

Up until 1998 pump testing of water wells, which is relied upon for determining
transmissivities and other aquifer parameters, was only haphazardly conducted in the
Federal wellfield, Rehabilitation of several of the water wells allowed pump tests to be
conducted to aid in determining aquifer parameters, A pump test was conducted on
Merritt No. , but a positive boundry was encountered 3 600 minutes into the long-term
pump test. Because of this boundry and the extreme lateral and vertical heterogeneity of
the permeability architecture of the aquifer, the results of WHP A delineations by the



WHPA model were subject to significant error. Hydrogeologic and vulnerability
mapping were determined to be the most suitable method for delineateing the WHP A for
Merritt No.

When hydrogeologic and vulnerability mapping are used to delineate WHPAs
hydrogeologic mapping is used to identifY the extent of the aquifer that is reasonably
likely to contribute water to the wells or wellfield. This area forms the Zone 3 WHPA.
After the Zone 3 WH A is established then the Zone 2 WHP A is delineated by
identifYing the parts of the Zone 3 that are most vulnerable to contamination. The
following discussion narrates the Zone 2 and 3 WHA delineation process for the Federal
well field.

To define the extent of the White River aquifer that is likely to contribute water to the
Federal wells two figures were created. The geologic map of the wellfield was adapted
from Lowr, Crist, and Tilstra (1967) and Wiersma (1989) to determine the aerial extent
of the aquifer (Figure 20). Figure 20 was used to define the western edge of the Zone 3
WH A, which corresponds to the western boundary of the White River Group. 
potentiometric map of the Federal well field and surrounding areas was also created to
identifY hydrogeologic divides that can be used as boundaries for the Federal well field
flow system. Figure 23 is the Federal well field potentiometric map and no apparent
boundares or divides exist. Previous potentiometric mapping in the area placed the
nearest hydrogeologic divides at the middle forks of Lodgepole and Crow creeks (Lowr,
Crist, and Tilstra, 1967). No groundwater divides have been identified east of the
Federal wellfield in Laramie County, Groundwater divides are not an appropriate
criterion for delineating the north, south, or east boundaries of the Zone 3 WHPA
because they would encompass too large an area to manage effectively. Other criteria
must be used to delineate these boundaries.

The northern and southern boundaries of the Zone 3 WHA were drawn to include only
those areas which are reasonably likely to contribute water to the municipal wells. The
potentiometric map was used to determine the direction of groundwater circulation in the
northern and southern parts of the wellfield, In an aquifer with isotropic properties

groundwater circulates in a direction perpendicular to the potentiometric contours, as

shown with arrows on the figure. The north and south boundaries were drawn along the
edges of the potential zones of contribution to the wells, The White River aquifer is
heterogeneous, but this method of delineation represents the best first-cut attempt to
delineate the boundaries of the flow system given a limited quantity of data.

Defining the eastern boundary of the Zone 3 WHPA was also problematic. As wells are
pumped the cone of depression causes a temporary reversal of gradient on the
downgradient side of the well. During pumping some percentage of the groundwater
entering the well is derived from the downgradient side of the well because of the cone.
The extent ofthis downgradient zone of contribution is dependent on the pumping rate of
the well , the duration of pumping, the porosity and transmissivity of the aquifer, and the
hydraulic gradient. In the Federal well field a good grasp of these values is not available
for the wells, In other wellfields the maximum downgradient extent of the downgradient
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zone of contribution calculated by the WH A model is 1 100 feet. The eastern boundary
of the Zone 3 WHPA in the Federal wellfield was placed 1 400 feet, 1 100 feet with a
25% safety factor, downgradient ofthe easternmost line of wells.

Zone 2 WHPA delineations using vulnerability mapping are based on the parts of Zone 3
that are likely to serve as conduits for contamination, thus allowing contamination to
reach the municipal wells. Featues to be included in Zone 2 are fractures, faults, and the
recharge areas of the aquifer. No evidence has been found that indicates that faults are
present in the White River Group in the Federal area and fractures are not connected to
the permeable units yielding water to the wells. Without other avenues for contaminant
transport the recharge area forms Zone 2, Defining the recharge area in the Federal
wellfield is diffcult for three reasons; the lithology of the White River Group is variable
both laterally and vertically, the outcrop is covered by soil and grass throughout most of
the area, and very few wells have been drilled to give and indication of what lithologies
lie under the soil and grass cover. Given the limited data available a first-cut was made
at protecting the recharge area by making the Zone 2 WHP A extend 1 500 feet east from
the outcrop boundar, The fact that this is only a first cut is extremely important and the
boundar should be updated as new information regarding the extent of the recharge area
becomes available.

BORIE WELLFIELD BUFFER ZONE

Lone Tree Creek, which originates in the Laramie Range, passes just to the south of the
Borie wellfield. The creek lies upgradient of the wellfield and crosses through the Borie
No. 1 Zone 3 WHPA. The creek is perennial across the impermeable Sherman Granite
but loses flow as it passes across the Ogallala outcrop, During field visits in October
19961 estimated stream flows of 475 gpm at the Remount and Harriman road crossings,
but the stream was dr as it reached the Borie wellfield. The large stream losses and the
fact that the stream lies upgradient of the wellfield serve as an indication that Lone Tree
Creek serves as a source of water recharging the aquifer near the Borie well field.

Because the stream valley does form part of the recharge area for the Boire wellfield and
lies outside of any WHP As and because potential contaminant sources make the recharge
area vulnerable , a buffer zone was created for the Borie wellfield. The Borie Wellfield
Buffer Zone extends from the point where the Ogallala Group laps on the Paleozoic and
Precambrian rocks near Granite, Wyoming east to the eastern edge of the Borie well field.
The buffer zone encompasses the width of the drainage over this length of the stream
valley.
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DATA SHORTFALLS

In the course of researching data for WH A delineations several gaps in infonnation
were identified. This section briefly lists the gaps and makes recommendations for filling
them,

Storage coefficients are missing for many ofthe municipal wells (Table 1). Coordinating
pump testing of new water wells in the well fields should plan to utilize existing wells
around the tested well as observation wells. This would potentially allow the calculation
of storage coeffcients and would give a better indication of aquifer interactions,
Planning should begin as contracts for well testing are drafted and the contracts should
require that the contractors use whatever means are necessary to measure water levels.
The city should plan wellfield pumping strategies that allow for shutting off nearby wells
during pump testing.

The screened intervals of several of the older wells are unknown. Videotaping these
wells during well maintenance would allow the screened intervals to be identified.

Routine measurements of the static water levels in the municipal wells would be helpful
for constructing new potentiometric maps. Several wells cannot be accessed because of
well constrction type. These wells should be outfitted with airlines as maintenance
requires pulling the pumps. For all of the static water level measurements the timing of
the measurements should be planned in such a way that groups of wells can be monitored
on the same day and in a manner such that drawdowns from nearby pumping wells do not
affect the water level recordings.

WHPA MAPS

Figures 25 to 28 show the Zone 2 and 3 WHPAs for the wellfields. Scale does not allow
the Zone 1 WHAs to be displayed. Figure 29 depicts the Borie wellfield buffer zone,

WRITTEN WHPA DESCRIPTIONS

Written WHPA descriptions are summarized in Table 7,

CURRENT ZONING AND COUNTY PLANNING MAPS

All four of the Cheyenne municipal wellfields are located in Laramie County, Wyoming.
The Laramie County Engineer s Offce was visited to determine the status of zoning and
planning in the wellfields, None of the lands in or around the wellfields are currently
zoned, and no plans have been made to zone these areas in the near future.



The last Laramie County Land Use Plan was released in 1982 and is now out of date.
Because zoning does not apply to the weIIfields and the current land use plan is out of
date, none of this information is included in this report,
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TABLE 7

CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
WRTTEN WHPA DESCRIPTIONS

(REVISED MAY 2006)

BELL WELL FIELD

Zone I Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3
Well Recom, Distance Distance Maximum Distance Distance Maximum

mended Upgradient Downgradient Width Upgradient Downgradient Width
Radus of Well of Well (feet) of Well of Well (feet)
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)

Bell No, 5 100 050 300 2,400 700' 000' 3,450'
Bell No. 100 050 300 600 2,400' 000' 000'
Bell No. 250 250 100 7,450 250 100
Bell No, 10 100 900 400 1,400 5,400 600 900
Bell No, II 100 800 350 650 200 400 300
Bell No, 12 100 000' 300' 900' 11 ,500' 350' 000'
Bell No, 16 1,400 950 250 550 150 350
Bell No, 17 100 5,400' 300' 900' 900' 400' 000'
Bell No, 25 100 250 450 600 500 550 600
. = Clustered WHA

BORIE WELLFIELD

Zone I Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3
Well Recom, Distance Distance Maximum Distance Distance Maximum

mended Upgradient Downgradient Width Upgradient Downgradient Width
Radus of Well of Well (feet) of Well of Well (feet)
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)

Borie No, 1 900 300 600 400 300 600
Elkar No, 7 700 450 600 900 450 050
Finnert No, 2 100 900 200 600 400 200 100
Weber No, I 500 950 400 950 1,450 100
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HAPPY JACK WELLFIELD

Zone I Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3
Well Recom, Distace Distance Maximum Distance Distance Maximum

mended Upgradient Downgradient Width Upgradient Downgradient Width
Radus of Well of Well (feet) of Well of Well (feet)
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feeO

Bailev No. 100 300 900 600 300 300
Eddv No, 2 250 500 650 300 750 2,400
Elkar No, 1 000 350 150 050 400 750
Elkar No, 5 100 550 750 2,450 600' 600' 000'
Happy Jack
No, 3 100 800 350 300 800 350 600
Holman No. I 600 400 050 950 800 600
King No, I 250 250 200 350 300 800
King No, 2 600 250 850 5,400' 350' 000'
King No, 4 500 950 100 000' 200' 500'
King No, 5 300 400 500 500 400 200
Koppes No. I 600' 700' 800' 100' 700' 2,400'
Konnes No, 2 500' 650' 800' 600' 650' 200'
KOnnes No, 3 100 3,400' 300 300 300' 450' 600'
Konnes No. 100 750 150 100 800' 350' 500'
Koppes No. 000 600 500 750 800 2,400
. = Clustered WHA

" -

FEDERAL WELLFIELD

Zone I Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3
Well reCOff- Distance Distance Maximum Distance Distance Maximum

mended Upgradient Downgradient Width Upgradient Downgradient Width
radius of Well of Well (feet) of Well of Well (feet)
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)

Merrtt No. 650 450 000 250 550 000
Merrtt No. 100 150 500 500 000 600 2,400
Merritt No, 8 100 100 600 500 7,400 400 300
Merrtt No, 14 100 800 950 850 350 1,450 000
Merrtt No. 15 100 950 400 1,450 700 550 200
State No, I 100 750 350 050 1,400 350 500
State No, 2 100 300 900 950 150 250 100

Zone 1 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3 Zone 3
Well Recom- Distance Distance Distance Distance Maximum Width

mended Upgradient Downgradient North of Well South of Well (feet)
Radus of Well of Well (feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet) (feet)

Merrtt No, 9 100 19,900 1,400 000 400 18,400
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CITY OF CHEYENNE
WELLHEAD PROTECTION PLAN

CHAPTER II

CONTAMINANT
SOURCE INVENTORY
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r-'\ i INTRODUCTION

Following the delineation of WHPAs, potential contaminant sources must be identified
within the protection areas. According to the WWHPGD , a local WHP plan must
identify all potential anthropogenic sources of contamination within the WH As that
might have an adverse affect on the health of persons, Anthropogenic sources of
contamination are defined in the WWHPPGD as:

... any activity, performed by or caused by human actions, that is, or
potentially can be a source of contamination to groundwater, including
human actions affecting natural contaminants. The releases can be either
trom point sources , such as leaking tanks or impoundments, or trom non-
point sources, such as the application of agricultural chemicals or releases
trom areas containing septic tankleachfield systems. Finally, a
contaminant is interpreted in the WHP Plan as an organic, inorganic
radiological or microbiological substance that is regulated under Federal
State or local environmental programs , and any other substance that the
State determines appropriate.

The process for completing the contaminant source inventory is described below,

Step 1. Obtain a base map( s) for plotting contaminant sources.

Step 2. Inventory contaminant sources through:

Identifying sources by accessing existing databases;
Identifying unkown sources of contamination; and
Verifying the accuracy and validity of previous sources.

Step 3. Develop source inventory list by
Briefly describing of source types identified;
Prioritizing sources for management purposes; and
Creating a prioritized contaminant source inventory list.

Step 4. Transfer source locations to WHPA delineation map.

Step 5. Plan for updating and expanding source inventory information.

These steps were followed in completing the Cheyenne WHP Plan.
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CONTAMUNANT SOURCE INVENTORY

BASE MAPS

The base maps used to plot contaminant source locations were the same as those used for
plotting the WHPAs in Chapter II (Figures 24-28).

CONTAMINANT SOURCE INVENTORY METHODS

The contaminant source inventory for the Cheyenne WHP Plan was conducted in two
phases. The first phase involved a record search of existing state and federal databases.
The second phase consisted of windshield surveys and field searches, Conducting the
record search first allowed for verification of the accuracy and validity of the databases
while identifYing unkown sources in the field. Before describing the exact process used
to conduct the contaminant source inventory it is important to explain the difference
between an ' existing ' contaminant source and a ' potential' contaminant source,

The WWHPPGD states:

.. . '

existing ' sources are those which are known to have caused, or

threaten to cause groundwater contamination... 'Potential' sources are
those which mayor may not have caused groundwater contamination , but
have the potential to do so.. .

This explanation of the differences between ' existing ' and ' potential' contaminant
sources is troubling because it is ambiguous. The second half of both definitions refers to
the potential of a substance to cause groundwater pollution. Many contaminant sources
could fit into both categories. A phone conversation with Phil Stump, a WDEQ/WQD
administrator, refined these definitions (Personal communication, March 13 , 1998), An
existing' contaminant is a substance that is in place and is reasonably likely to
contaminate the aquifer without any intervening actions. A 'potential' contaminant
source is a contaminant that might or might not be located at a site at the present time, but
poses a threat to the aquifer if it is spiled or is not properly contained.
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Identifcation of Sources from Databases

Several state and federal databases were accessed to detennine the presence of existing
and potential contaminant sources. Specific databases used to identify sources of
groundwater contamination include:

Wyoming registered underground storage tank (UST) list, dated March 1998;

Wyoming leaking UST (LUST) list, dated March 1998;

Wyoming registered aboveground storage tank (AST) list, dated March 1998;

S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Resource Conservation and Recovery
Infonnation System (RECRIS) list;

EPA National Priorities List Site List;

EP A Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Infonnation System (CERCLIS) list;

EPA Emergency Response Notification System (ERNS) list;

EPA Nonpoint Source Discharge Elimination System (NDES) list;

Wyoming Oil and Gas Commission petroleum infonnation data base; and

Wyoming State Engineer s Offce records of pennitted water wells.

Copies of the database reports are supplied in Appendix E, Contaminant sources listed in
these databases that are located in the protection areas were plotted on the base maps
before windshield surveys and site reconnaissance,

Identification of Unknown Sources

The identification of unkown sources of contamination was completed using windshield
surveys , site reconnaissance, and personal interviews. Jim Van Dorn, the Cheyenne Well
field Supervisor, accompanied me on many of the windshield sureys and field visits.
Unkown sources of contamination were plotted on the base map when identified and the
locations of existing and potential contaminant sources identified trom the record search
were verified for accuracy.
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Interviews were conducted with several individuals having knowledge of the properties
within the WHP As. Individuals contacted included:

Mr. Jim Van Dorn, Cheyenne Well field Supervisor;

Mr. Todd Jarvis P.G" Hydrogeologist;

Mr. Richard Allen, P. , Engineer;

Mr. Gary Hinesly, Cheyenne Municipal Landfill Supervisor;

Mr. Kevin Sherrod, Cheyenne Municipal Landfill Engineer;

Mr. Robert Doctor, WDEQ/Solid and Hazardous Waste Division; and

Local residents and ranchers.

After the windshield surveys and field visits were concluded, the existing and potential
contaminant sources were recorded on source identification forms (see Appendix F).

SOURCE INVENTORY LIST

Source Descriptions

Although contaminant source descriptions are not required by the WDEQ/WQD , it is

important to give a brief description of each type of source identified in the Cheyenne
well fields to give the reader an understanding of why the sources were included in the
inventory.

Livestock Grazing. Livestock grazing, primarily cattle and horses, occurs within a few
feet of every municipal well. Cattle tend to congregate near well houses, which serve as
shade in the summer and windbreaks in the winter, Large accumulations of animal
wastes from congregating animals can potentially contaminate the municipal wells, This
potential contaminant source is not considered a threat where livestock cannot congregate
within the Zone I WHP A.

Irrigation Sites. Large quantities of fertilizers are frequently used at irrigation sites to
increase crop yield. If too much fertilizer is applied in the area then nearby wells can be
at risk of nitrate contamination.

Implement Yard. Dozens of farm implements are stored in an implement yard within
the Bell Nos. 5 and 6 WHPAs, These implements can potentially leak coolants
lubricants, fuels , fertilizers , and pesticides if they are not properly maintained.



Recreational Vehicle Storage. Several recreational vehicles are stored in the field near
Weber No. 1. These vehicles can potentially leak coolants, lubricants, and fuels if they
are not properly maintained.

Improperly Abandoned Water Wells. Numerous abandoned water wells can be found
in the Cheyenne municipal well fields. Many of these wells are an uncapped pipe
projecting out of the ground. While the wells themselves are not a contaminant source
they can serve as conduit into the aquifer if contaminants are poured into the open well,

Oil Wells and Abandoned Exploration Wells. Active oil wells are potential sources of
contamination to the aquifer because of the hydrocarbons they produce, Spills of oil are
possible ITom transmission pipelines connecting the wells to their storage tanks and

during the loading of oil into haul vehicles. Additionally, improperly constrcted wells
can result in oil commingling with water in the aquifer. Abandoned oil and gas
exploration wells pose a threat to aquifers if they are improperly abandoned, If the wells
are not cemented shut and the deeper waters are under artesian pressure then
hydrocarbons and low quality waters can possibly mingle with the shallow aquifers used
by Cheyenne.

Domestic Septic Systems. Domestic septic systems pose a danger to shallow aquifers if
they are improperly constrcted or if they are not properly maintained. Such septic
systems may introduce bacteriological contamination into the aquifer.

Cheyenne Municipal Landfill. The Cheyenne municipal landfill lies outside of any
delineated WHAs but poses a long-tenn contaminant threat to the Happy Jack well
field. Leachates ITom wastes have been traced to the eastern edge of the landfill
boundaries but the direction of flow and the fate of the leachate is unkown (Inberg-
Miler, 1993). The landfill is located across an old stream valley and the stream has been
partially diverted around the landfill. However, it appears that the efforts to control
groundwater flow into the oldest landfill cells have been unsuccessful. This may result in
increased leachate production until the situation is remedied.

Refuse Pits. Small refuse pits are existing contaminant sources that can contain a wide
variety of contaminants. A pit located near Borie No. 1 was found to have used oil
fiters, rusted paint cans, rusted oil cans, among other items. The fonner contents of the
containers pose a threat of contamination to the aquifer.

Cheyenne Police Firing Range. The Cheyenne Police firing range is located in the
Happy Jack well field, Untold thousands of copper jacketed lead bullets riddle the site.
If pH conditions are acidic at the ground surface or in the shallow subsurface, where
more bullets are buried, then lead could leach ITom the bullets and contaminate the
aquifer.



Gravel Quarries. Gravel quarres are potential sources of coolants , lubricants, and fuels
from quarring machinery, Additionally, some explosives used at quarries have the
potential to contaminate the aquifer with nitrates,
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Railroads. Railroads are potential contaminant sources in three of the municipal well
fields. Derailments could spill diesel fuel from locomotives, but more importantly much
of the freight carried on trains is hazardous and could contaminate the aquifer if spiled,

Interstate 80. Tractor-trailer traffc on Interstate 80 (1-80) moves large amounts of
hazardous substances every day, A large spill in a sensitive area could potentially pose a
threat to the Borie well field,

Prioritizing Sources of Contamination

Due to the limited number of contaminant sources identified within the WHP As and the
limited data available for ranking the sources, prioritization was based on proximity of
sources within the WHP As to the wells. The potential sources located closest to the wells
were ranked as the highest priority contaminant sources.

Contamination Source Inventory List

This section provides a prioritized listing of contaminant sources broken down by WHP A
zone for each well. It should be noted that potential contaminant sources listed in Zone I
are not repeated in Zone 2 or Zone 3. For wells with clustered WHAs the distance to
the well and raning of the source is based on the distance to the closest well, Table 8
lists the prioritized contaminant source inventory for each well in the well field,

Two potential contaminant sources were identified in the Borie Well field Buffer Zone
the Union Pacific Railroad and Interstate 80. Distances to contaminant sources are not
given for the Borie Well field Buffer Zone because the contaminant sources are not
associated with a particular well , but rather with the recharge area of the well field.
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CHEYENNE WHP PLAN
PRIORITIZED CONTAMIANT SOURCE LIST

BELL WELL FIELD

WELL SOURCE SOURCE EXISTING WHPA DISTANCE
RANKING DESCRIPTION ZONE FROM

POTENTIAL WELL
SOURCE (feet)

ell No. Livestock Grazing Potential
ell No. Septic System With Existing 300

No Leach Field
ell No. Livestock Grazing Potential
ell No. Private Water Well Potential 100
ell No, 6 Implement Yard Potential 600
ell No. Gravel Pit Potential 700

lBell No. Livestock Grazing Potential
lBell No, 10 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No. 11 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No. 11 Railroad Potential 200
Bell No. 11 Improperly Potential 200

Abandoned Water
Wells (2)

BellNo, Abandoned Water Potential 000
Well

Bell No, 11 Oil Well Potential 400
Bell No. II Improperly Potential 900

Abandoned Oil Well
Bell No. 12 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No, 12 Irrgation Potential
Bell No. 16 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No. 17 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No. 17 Irrigation Potential 600
Bell No. 25 Livestock Grazing Potential
Bell No. 25 Oil Well Potential 600
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BORIE WELL FIELD

, )

WELL SOURCE SOURCE EXISTING WHPA DISTANCE
RAKIG DESCRIPTION ZONE FROM

POTENTIAL WELL
SOURCE (feet)

Borie No. I Refuse Pit Existing 150
Borie No. I Railroad Potential 200
Elkar No, 7 Livestock Grazing Potential
Elkar No. Stock Tank and Potential 150

Well
Finnertv No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Weber No. I Livestock Grazing Potential
Weber No. I Private Water Well Potential 600
Weber No. I Private Water Well Potential 875

eber No. I Recreational Potential 925
Vehicle Storage

Weber No. I Private Water Potential 150
Wells (3)

Weber No, I Septic System Potential 150
Weber No. I Private Water Potential 750

Wells
Weber No, I Oil Well Potential 175
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HAPPY JACK WELL FIELD

WELL SOURCE SOURCE EXISTING WHA DISTANCE
RANKG DESCRIPTION ZONE FROM

POTENTIAL WELL
SOURCE (feet)

lBailev No. Livestock Grazing: Potential
Eddv No. Livestock Grazing: Potential
tEddv No. Livestock Well Potential 975
Elkar No. I Livestock Grazing: Potential
Elkar No, I Livestock Well Potential 650
Elkar No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Happy Jack Livestock Grazing Potential
No, 3

Holman No. I Livestock Grazing: Potential
Holman No. I Livestock Well Potential 800
King No. I Livestock Grazing Potential
King No. Livestock Grazing Potential
King No. Livestock Well Potential 900
King No. Improperly Potential 300

Abandoned Well
King: No. Livestock Grazing: Potential
King: No, 4 Private Water Well Potential 500
King: No, 4 Firing: Range Potential 100
King No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No. I Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No, 3 Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Koppes No, 6 Water Well Potential 750
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FEDERAL WELL FIELD

WELL SOURCE SOURCE EXISTING WHA DISTANCE
RAKING DESCRIPTION ZONE FROM

POTENTIAL WELL
SOURCE ( feet)

Merritt No, 5 Livestock Grazing Potential
Merritt No. Private Water Well Potential 800
Merritt No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Merrtt No. Private Water Well Potential 600
Merritt No, 8 Livestock Grazing Potential
Merritt No. Livestock Grazing Potential
Merrtt No. Livestock Well Potential 575
Merritt No. Railroad Potential 4,400
Merrtt No. 14 Livestock Grazing Potential
Merritt No, 14 Livestock Well Potential 950
Merrtt No. 15 Livestock Grazing Potential
Merritt No, 15 Domestic Well and Potential 900

Septic System
Merrtt No, 15 Domestic Well and Potential 500

Septic System
Merrtt No. 15 Domestic Well and Potential 250

Septic System
Merritt No. 15 Domestic Well and Potential 250

Septic System
Merritt No, 15 Livestock Well Potential 8,450
State No. I Livestock Grazing Potential
State No, 2 Livestock Grazing Potential
State No. Livestock Well Potential 400
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SOURCE LOCATION MAPS

Figures 29-33 are contaminant source location maps for the Cheyenne municipal well
fields. The WWHPGD requires that existing contaminant sources be differentiated
from potential sources on the contaminant source overlays. The locations of existing
contaminant sources are indicated on the maps by outlined numerals, while potential
contaminant sources are depicted with bold numerals. The numerals correspond to
prioritized contaminant lists presented in Table 8, These maps are of the "FINAL"
contaminant source inventories because the source inventories were conducted within one
year of completing the WH A delineation,

UPDATING AND EXPANDING CONTAMINANT SOURCE INVENTORY

The contaminant source inventory for the Cheyenne WHP Plan must be updated at least
every two years. If new sources are identified within the WHP As or if new information
is obtained concerning previously identified sources in the interim, then the changes

should be immediately appended to the most recent version of the Cheyenne WH Plan,
Regular site visits to the WHP As and frequent review of the most recent versions of the
databases used for preparation of this report wil help in meeting this goal.
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INTRODUCTION

The ultimate purpose of a local WH plan is to minimize the threat of existing and
potential contaminant threats to the water system. To meet this goal identified sources
must be effectively managed. A wide variety of management strategies can be employed
depending on the perceived threat to the system and public reception of the strategies.
This chapter of the Cheyenne WHP Plan makes recommendations to the Cheyenne WHP
Committee regarding potential strategies for the identified contaminant sources. The
strategies implemented wil be at the discretion of the committee.

REQUIREMENTS

The WWPPGD requires that a "Potential and Known Source, Hazards, Controls
Assessment and Management Fonn , which outlines management strategies used for
each potential and existing contaminant source be included in the WHP plan (see
Appendix G). The fonns, which can be found in the WWPPGD must be filled out by
the Cheyenne WHP Committee as strategies are developed for managing the contaminant
sources. Additionally, copies of all resolutions , ordinances, and regulations relating to
WHP must be included in the plan.

MAAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Several categories of management strategies are available to the Cheyenne WH
Committee. However, the committee should attempt to use those that are the least
prescriptive and adequately manage the contaminant source, A hierarchy of management
categories has been developed for this project and is as follows:

education;

communication;

enforcement of existing rules and regulations;

Memoranda of Agreement or Understanding;

ordinances; and

purchase of propert,

These strategies are ranked by ease of implementation and cost to implement.

Education. Education is fTequently the most effective and cheapest means of altering
activities that pose a threat to the aquifer. Often when people are aware that their
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activities can pollute groundwater they are more cautious, In the case of the Cheyenne
well fields the individuals residing in the well fields may not benefit directly from the
Cheyenne WHP Plan. However, these individuals receive their drinkng water from the
same source as the municipal wells, and therefore they reap protection benefits from the
plan,

Education can take many forms , from newsletters mailed with water bills to television
interviews on the news, to signs posted along protection area boundaries. Several sources
of educational materials are available through the Groundwater Guardian Program, the
Wyoming Association of Rural Water Systems, and trom the WDEQ/WQD.

Communication. Communication requires slightly more effort than education in some
instances because communication must target a specific audience, The benefits of
communication can be tremendous when compared to the costs associated with other
management techniques.

Enforcement of existing regulations. Often activities that threaten to contaminate an
aquifer are already regulated by county, state, or federal agencies, Using these
regulations by reporting violations to the proper agencies is a inexpensive means of
managing contaminant sources. Additionally, this option does not require a large
investment of time on the part of the WH Committee or Water and Sewer Department
personnel. A primary disadvantage of this strategy is that regulating agencies trequently
have backlogs of violations and the committee has no control over timing of rule
enforcement.

Memoranda of Agreement or Understanding. Memoranda of Agreement or
Understanding are legal agreements between two or more parties that guarantee specific
actions will be taken or certain activities wil be prohibited. These styles of management
are regulatory and are generally more expensive to enforce than the previously mentioned
methods. The main advantage of the Memoranda is that site-specific sources of
contamination can often be dealt with in a timely maner.

Ordinances. Ordinances usually have the same goals as Memoranda of Agreement or
Understanding but have the disadvantage of susceptibility to public resistance,
Ordinances are frequently met with stiff public resistance and therefore can take long
periods of time to pass. Additionally, once they are passed resources must be devoted to
enforcement of violations. Cheyenne wil have little authority to pass ordinances in the
well fields because the well fields are located outside of city limits. To enact ordinances
Cheyenne will have to receive the cooperation of the Laramie County Commissioners.

Purchase of land. Purchase of land is perhaps the most effective means of managing
potential contaminant sources; however, it can also be the most expensive. Purchase of
propert should be the last management option considered because of expense and
because environmental liability can be transferred with the purchase of propert that has
been contaminated.
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RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Potential and existing contaminant sources were identified in Chapter II of this plan.

This section briefly describes some suggested management strategies for each type of
source. Implementation of strategies is at the discretion of the Cheyenne WHP
Committee.

Livestock Grazing

Livestock grazing is not an intensive land use but cattle and horses tend to congregate
around unfenced well houses, seeking shelter trom the elements. Fencing placed around
the well and well houses effectively prevents livestock trom gathering near wells because
they cannot receive shelter trom the well houses. Cheyenne should consider installing
fences around all municipal wells.

Private, Domestic, and Livestock Wells

Through education, enforcement of existing state well constrction regulations, and
Memoranda of Agreement or Understanding the city should work to ensure that all non-
municipal water wells constructed in the WHP As are capped and cased with a surface
seal. Existing wells should be inspected for proper constrction and owners should be
encouraged to retrofit poorly constrcted wells through education.

Owners of livestock wells with stock tanks and/or windbreaks should be encouraged to
locate the stock tans and/or windbreaks downgradient of the well to prevent
contamination. The installation of backfow preventors should also be recommended,
The City of Cheyenne should use Memoranda of Agreement or Understanding to meet
this goal. The city can also consider offering assistance to owners willing to relocate
their stock tanks.

Improperly Abandoned Water Wells

Plugging of abandoned wells is imperative to maintaining the water quality of the
Cheyenne area aquifers. Owners of improperly abandoned wells should be contacted
regarding the problem. Education concerning proper plugging techniques should be
attempted first. If education fails then the matter should be brought to the attention of the
WDEQ/WQD for enforcement of existing regulations,
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Irrigation Sites

Education of irrigators will be the most effective management strategy for this source.
The Laramie County Natural Resources and Conservation Service (NCS) Offce, the

Laramie County Cooperative Extension Agent, and the WDEQ all have excellent
educational materials concerning proper irrgation and fertilization procedures that can be
distributed to irrgators. Regular monitoring of nitrate levels should be conducted on
wells near irrigated lands that receive fertilizer application.

Implement Yard and Recreational Vehicle Storage Area

These two potential contaminant sources are grouped because of the similarity of the
threat to the aquifer. The owners of these sources should be contacted and informed of
the sensitivity of the aquifer to spils of fuels, lubricants, coolants , etc. Additionally, the
owners should be encouraged to monitor the equipment and vehicles for signs of leaks
and to rapidly clean up spils that do occur. If the implements or vehicles are no longer
operative then the city should use Memoranda of Agreement to have the machinery
removed from the sites.

Oil Wells and Abandoned Exploration Wells

: )

Owners of active oil wells should be educated concerning the importance of rapid and
thorough clean up of hydrocarbon spills in the protection areas, Additionally, regular site
visits by city personnel are recommended for the detection of spils. Memoranda of
Understanding can be used to ensure that large spils are reported to the Cheyenne Water
and Sewer Department so that contingency planning can begin if wells are threatened,

Abandoned exploration wells should be marked with a sealed dry hole marker. If wells
are not properly abandoned the city should first contact the owner requesting action, 
this effort fails to result in proper abandonment the Wyoming Oil and Gas Commission
should be contacted to enforce proper abandonment regulations.

Domestic Septic Systems

Education, enforcement of existing Laramie County ordinances, and Memoranda of
Agreement should be used to ensure that domestic septic systems are properly
constructed and maintained.

Cheyenne Municipal Landfill

The Cheyenne municipal landfill does not lie in any WHPAs but is located approximately
100 feet from the Koppes No. 3 Zone 3 WHPA. Because the landfill is so close to the
well field the Cheyenne WHP Committee should draft a letter formally stating concern
regarding the landfill and forward it to Mr. Kevin Sherrod, Cheyenne Municipal Landfill
Engineer, and to the WDEQ/ Solid and Hazardous Wastes Division , which issues permits
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\ I for landfills. Frequent and regular communication between the landfill staff and the
Cheyenne Water and Sewer Department personnel will ease concerns and allow for
contingency planning if contamination problems arise.

Refuse Pit

The City of Cheyenne has three options regarding the management of this potential
contaminant source:

Memorandum of Agreement or Understanding with propert owner, resulting in
owner removing the trash and removing any associated contaminated soils;

Memorandum of Agreement or Understanding with propert owner, allowing the
City to remove the trash and any associated contaminated soils; or

Purchase of property by the City of Cheyenne, with subsequent removal of the trash
and any associated contaminated soils.

Testing of the soils beneath the refuse pit is recommended to detennine if paint
hydrocarbons , oil and grease, or other contaminants are present in concentrations which
pose a risk to the aquifer, None of these approaches wil be effective without the
cooperation and consent of the landowner. The City should investigate the legal
implications of entering into a memorandum of agreement in which it agrees to remove
soils or other contaminated materials , as well as liability associated with purchase of the
propert.

Cheyenne Police Firing Range

The range master for the firing range should be contacted to detennine if testing of
groundwater has been conducted at the site. If testing has not been conducted the Police
Department and the Water and Sewer Department should reach an agreement for testing
and detennine which department wil be financially responsible or whether costs will be
shared, If contamination is present then a plan for clean up wil need to be developed.

Gravel Quarry

The owner of the gravel quarr in the Bell well field should be infonned of the sensitivity
of the aquifer to contamination and the importance of rapid clean up of spils of

hazardous substances at the site. No explosives are used, therefore nitrates ITom

explosives residue are not a concern,
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Railroads

Communication between the railroads passing though the protection areas and the city is
the most effective means of managing the threat of contamination trom derailment.
Establishing clear lines of communication before an incident wil decrease the response
time of the city for contingency planning, Signs with contact phone numbers posted
along railroad right,of-ways in protection areas wil help to facilitate this effort.

Interstate 

Posting signs with emergency contact numbers at the junction of the interstate and the
Borie Well field Buffer Zone wil help to decrease the response time of the city if spils
threaten the wells, The signs will also help to educate the public that Cheyenne is
actively protecting its aquifer resources.

CONCLUSIONS

Most of the potential contaminant sources in the Cheyenne municipal well fields can be
managed using non-regulatory techniques such as education and communication. For
further assistance in management techniques the Cheyenne WH Committee can consult
the "Compendium of Wellhead Protection Ordinances , (EPA 570/9-91-024B , 024C and
024D).
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INODUcnON

A contigency plan to provide potale water to the public durng emergencies must be
submtted with a loca WH Pla to fu the reuiements set forth in the WWPGD,
Potenti emergencies such as well or weUfeld contation, water shortges due to
droughts, and intenption of waer supply ar issues addressed in a contigency plan.

ORGANTION OF PLA

In fonnulating ths contigency plan the Cheyene water system must address the
followig: (I) presen water source capacit, water demand, and storae capacity; (2)
cha of commd and area of responsibilties durig an emergency; (3) short-ten
emergency responses, includig developing conservation meaures and water
decontamtion meaes; and (4) long-ten shortages or abandonment of contamted
supplies, includig the development of new groundwater sources.

HOW TH PLA WAS DEVELOPED

This contigency plan wa developed on the basis of the following references:

. Gude to Ground-Water Supply Contigency Plang for Loca and State
Goverents, Technca Assistce Docent, EPA 440/6-90-3 , May 1990; and

. Wyomig Wellhead Protecon Program Gudace Document (Draf Fin Apri
1996).

PLA DISTRUTION

Distrbution of copies of the Contingency Plan is at the discretion of the City of Cheyenne.
Copies should be provided to the WDEQIWQD, and made accssible to the gener public
in places such as public libraes.

PROCEDURS FOR REVIW AND UPDATE

Because contingency plang is a dync process, the City of Cheyene will be
responsible for matag the WH plan noting the fTequency with which the WH plan
wi be routiely updated and briefly descbing how the plan testig and review process
works. Revew and updates should be completed every two yea and should be
amended to the WH plan and submitted to the WDEQIWQD. If there have been no
changes to the WH plan a leter should be prepared, indicatig that no changes have
occrred, and be submitted to the WDEQIWQD,
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EXTIG CONDmONS AN BACKGROUN INORMTION

Figure 7-4 of the Cheyenne Water Supply Maser Plan (Black and Veatch, 1994) depicts a
sketch of the water syem opeted by the City of Cheyene, Overews of each water
supply source and the storae system have been sued in the Cheyenne Water
Supply Maer Plan,

Table 9 sues the exstg source capacity and demad on the Cheyene water
supply syem. Review of ths inormtion reveas the tota source capaci presently mees

or excees the existg demd, Treaent capacity of surface water sources is 26 milion
galons per day (mgd), with eigh mgd at the Roundtop Plant and 18 mgd at the Sherad
Plant. Roundtop plant was conscted in the ealy 1900's and there are concern of
faiure, which has prompted plan for the expanion of the Sherad Plant. Dug the
expanion of the Sherard Plant the city wi rely heaviy on the wel1eld to mee consmer
demads,

TABLE 9

CHYENN WH PLA
EXSTIG SOURCE CAPACI AND DEMAD

Existg Source Wet Yea Dr Yea Wet Yea DIY Yea
Production Capaci Wmter Winter Sumer Sumer

(mgd) (mild) (mild) (mild)

Surace Sources 6-8 6-8 10-12 25-

Wel1elds 3-4 3-4 10-14

Tota Source

CaDacitv 13- 35-42

Tota Source

Storae Capacity

( million gallons)

Existig Demand 13- 35-2

Number of Supply
Davs in Storage 85-
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLA

Intrduction

Accrdig to EPA (1990), the Cit of Cheyenne must decide for itse what it will

consider a thea or contgency tha nees to be addressed in the contingency plan,
Regardless of how Cheyenne set its priorities, it is usefu to th of selecting the
appropriate contigencies as a sceeg process. The WH commttee firs identifes a
varet of contigencies and then screes these contigencies to assess thei importce.
Table 10 presets a fonnt tht was adpted from EPA (1990) usig estates of loca
conditions tht ca be use for evaluatig potential theats by assigng estates for both
probabilty and seerty. Those theas with a high probabilty are more likely to occr
whie those with high seeri wi have more of an effec on the water system, Table 10 is
omy an exple for use by the commee and values in the tale should be adjusted to
refec the conditions observed by plang personnel.

Whtever metod or fonn Cheyene seecs, the sceenig of a large se of potential
contencies should yield a smaer se of "pri" contigencies. These threats wi
then recive the most urent atention in the plang process; other theas would eiter
receive less detaied consideration or be defered entiely to a later plan revew and update
process,

Once the WH commee ha seleced an intial or priority set of supply disruption
contigencies, thes theats must be sued in a way that is usefu in designg
appropriate response actons. One of the most effecive ways of captug theats for
plang puroses is to wre liely water supply disruption scos that suar
situations in brief native fonn, The best way to ilustrate ths technque is by exple.

Sceo I- Trai Deent: The Union Pacc Raoad pass though the Bell No. 11
WH A If a tr were to der freight, includig chemicas in ta ca, could spil
restig in groundwaer conttion, Such a spil could result in drc contamtion
of the Bell No, 11 well.

Scearo 2 - Pioelie Brea: Water produce ITom the Borie weUfeld is tranported
though pipelies to the distbution system. If one of the pipe were to ruptue then
servce ITom the Borie well would be disrupted, Cheyene would lose producton
capacity unt the brea could be repaired.

The key elements of plang scenaos ca be seen by these exaples - a brief
descption of the event trggerg a supply diruption, perhaps a few facts or other events
that complicate matters, and a summar of the imediate water supply implications,
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TABLE 10

CHYENN WH PLAN
EXLE OF EMEGENCY PROBABIL AN SEVERI CHRT

TYE OF PROBABIL SEVERI REMA
EMERGENCY 19-Bil!b - Low 19-Bil!b - I-Low

Natral

Drough

Flood

Ice&SnowStonn

Wind

Eaquae

Rage Fire

Man-Mad

Vandalsm

Stre

Sabote

Power Outae

Poor Operation!
Matence

Fire

Explosion

Cbemca
Contation

III



It is most import to develop scos for those disrption theats considered as
priories for plan purose, If there ar nuerus priority theats, however, it may
not be necssa to captu al of them in sco fonn. Many emergencies will involve

siar respons proceures. With the se of priori threats planer should develop a
vaet of scnaos th wi requi use of dierent respons equipment, personnel, and
proceures (for exple, contaon in the wellead area well collapse, lie brea or
power loss) to alow development of dit response approaches.

As more informtion regardi the Cheyenne water syem is developed with fue WH
plan, the contigency plan should contan a li of potential thea. Th list can be
updated as neeed, to help mata discussion of prevention and mitigation steps in a
cuent list of priorities for preventie meaes and response nees. The plan should also
provide several of the disruption scos to help members of the response tea identif
appropriate responss.
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Lines or Authority

Table 11 identies persnnel responsible for coordinating actvities durg an emergency

or disaer, The roles are fuher desbed later seons,

Clarication or The Emergenc: Or Disaster

The EMERGENCY COORDINATOR wi classify the degree of the emergency or
disater based on the inormtion listed on Table 2, Ths wi prioriti respons, exedite
actviies, and estlish acon levels of response,

. LEVEL I - NORM (ROUT): Personnel and equipment presently on duty
ca hadle syem problems. The "Emergency Control Center" not actvated ormaed, 
LEVEL n - ALERT (MOR EMERGENCY): Personnel and equipment
presently on duty ca hadle syem problem, but may require off duty or additiona
personnel to be put on alert be re-routed to other than their nonn workig area, or
work additiona shis. The "Emergency Control Center" may be actvated andmaed. 

. LEVEL m - MAJOR EMERGENCY: Problem beyond the capabilties of the
drig water syem persnnel and equipment, and may requie a "Declartion of
Emergency" to authorie shortcut procedur, Reuires employees to work additiona
shis and may nee additional assistce of personnel and equipment, either by mutual
aid or private contrcts, The "Emergency Control Center" wi be actvated and
maned.

. LEVEL IV - DISASTER: Problems clealy and immediately beyond the capabilty of
the drig waer syem. Recvery tie wi excee one week, costs wil be grt
large amounts of assistance of personnel and equipment by mutual aid or private
contcts wi be required exended shifts will be neeed for at lea one week. A
Declartion of Emergency" wi be required, the "Emergency Control Center" will be

activated and maed,
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TABLE 11

CHYENN WHP PLA
EMERGENCY NOTICATION ROSTER

POsmONS NAM ROLE WORK HOME PHONE
PHONE

Wyog DEQ Reond! (307) 777-7781 Not in cae of
Herscher Bldg. Gudace (24-hour) hazrdous
Chevene, WY 82002 substce release

Reond! (800) 424-8802 Not NRC 
Naton Reone Gudace (24-hour) EP A in ca of
CeDr hardous
Washl!, D, substce release

US EPA Reon vm Reond! (303) 564- 1788 Not NRC 
Emrgecy Recm Guidace (24-hour) EP A in cae of

Brach haous
One Dever Place substce relea

999 18th Stree Sui
500
Dever, CO 80202
Lae Coun David Gue Reond! (307) 637-606 (307) 638-3541
Emergcy Gudace
Managemen
Cooatr
Cheye Emergcy David Guile Reond! (307) 637-606 (307) 638-3541
Mangemen Gudace
Cordatr
Ha Assessmen Reond!Cordr Gudace
Public Relatons Gudace (307) (307)
Coordor
Cit Engieer or Herm Noe Guidace (307) 637-671 (307) 632-8247
Tecc: Conuh
Watr and Sewer Timoty Wilso Reond! (307) 637-660 (307) 637-7764
Dearten Direr Guidace
Watr Treen Bud Spil Reond (307) 632-2017 (307) 638-7856
Suoeriden
WeUfeld SUDervsor Jim Van Dom Reond (307) 632-2017 (307) 635-2539
On-Call "Well Man Varous Reond (307) 632-2017
Fir Dear Lae Coun Reond 911

Distct # 10

Sheri rten 911
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TABLE 11
CONTD

Mavor Le Pando Gudace (307) 637-6300 I (307) 635-9170
Prori war Hosit Reond (307) 634-2273

Public Schools (307) 771-2121
Froer (307) 634-1932
Reerv

Emergcy Conctors Reond
ed war, me,

New Med KGWN TV- Pres (307) 637-5656
Newspaper Releaes (307) 634-3361

KOLT (307) 632-400
KRQU (307) 632-1139
KFC (307) 634-461
KGAB (307) 632-400



This notication report reresents a tyica fonn tht might be adapted for use in the

Cheyene water supply contgency plan and completed and use by water supply system
personnel.

TABLE 12

CHYENN WHP PLAN
EXLE OF EMERGENCY NOTICATION REPORT

PART 1- FACTS RELATED TO EMERGENCY

Person or denarent caml in emergency

Phone No. or Radio freauencv

Date and Time ca recved

Location of emergency

Stree and HomeIuidig number

Oter (approxiate locaon, distce from
landmark, etc.

Nature of the emergency (e.g" broken
water main, chemca spil, lost pressure in
home, etc,

Condition at scee

Actotentiai dame (briefly describe
the situation)
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TABLE 12
CONTD

Acs Resctons (plea list)

Assistance aleay on the sce (who, wha
are they doing, etc.

PART 2 - EMERGENCY INSTIGATION

Personnel investl!atl! emerl!encv

Reported resuts of invesgation (Atth
shees as necsa)

Time Assessed

PART 3 - EMERGENCY ACTON TAKN

Imedate acton taen

Is imedate acton: Perment or
Tempora

Was an emergency crew dispatched: Yes!

Time arved on scene

Note al other actons tht wi be necessa
to brig the water supply system back into

opertion
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Pror to and durg an emergency, the EMERGENCY COORDINATOR will inventory
the organtion and mae the followig assignents.

Appoint responsible pennel for plan development trg, and secty.
Designate disaer organtion st and tea by;

designtig alterates;

preparg alert list wi phone numbers;

defg responsibilties and chaels of command;

mag contact with civi defense and mita authorities;

leag loca plans;
helping in plang;

obtag inonntion about fudig or other support, if any is available;
and

estlishig liaison chaels,

Preliminar Damage Assessment

The ASSESSMENT COORDINATOR will oversee or conduct the system assessment
imedately afer the emerency or disaer occrs. The asessment wi address thefollowig items, 

Identi and assess dae to separte components of entire system:

sources;

pump sttions and supply lines;

trssion lies (wells to distbution system);

storage ta;
dibution system

personnel;

power supply;
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materals and supplies;

communcations;

pres emergency plan;

mutu-aid ageeents and/or interconnecons;

develop chacteristcs of disaer;

flood or mudslides;

eaquae;

widstorm and

explosion.

Evaluate effecs of disaser on each component of the system,

Assess the deg of impact to each system component from dier,

Estmate water requiements for:

fie fightig;

potale water; and

decntaation and sata nees.

Estimate capabilty of system to mee requirements, Ths point is the "balance poin"
if capabil exces requiements, there is an estted magin of saet and it could
be execed that priorities could be relaxed. If requirements excee capabilities, there
is indicated urgency for improving or "upgring" the syem,

Identif critica system components, These components fonn the basis for imediate
restdy for improving capability,
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Prioritiz Requirements And Specif Progrm

The EMERGENCY COORDINATOR, in association with the ASSESSMENT
COORDINATOR, wi evuate da gathered durg the dame assessment task and
prioriti the followig system components for repai and replacement.

Establish baslies on water-quaty levels.

Detennne needs and priorities,

Allocate water under, assumed conditions for potable, satar decontamnation,

Prepare gudelies for water alowance, priorities, rationing, and time-phasing of
estmated water requirements.

Estblish procedures for emergency treatment, pumping, and distbution of water, and
for sttions for sece of emergency water supply.

, Implementation

The EMERGENCY COORDINATOR wil implement the necessa plan and noti the
users of the syem though the PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR. Inonnation
wi be releaed to the public through news releaes (see Table 13) in accordance with the
following gudelies.

Only the EMERGENCY COORDINATOR or designated representative wi spea
with the meda or press.

. The EMERGENCY COORDINATOR wi set up public meeings to routinely
infonn the user of the sttus of sysem improvements, progress and dets,
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TABLE 13

CHYENN WHP PLA
EXLE NEWS RELEASE

SAMLE IN NEWS RELESE
(For distbution to previously identified televsion, radio, and newspaper personnel.)

The foUowing information rearding (1) protecting the City of Cheyenne Water
Supply, (2) substance has been detected in the Federa WeU Field Water Supply,
or (3) water shortge problem:

It is vita that al reidents in the Cheyenne ar obselVe the foUowing water use
retrctions unti furter notice:

The charcteritics and potential public heath hazrds associated with this
contaminant are as foUows:

City and water system personnel ar tang the foUowing steps to addres theproblem: 
For further inormtion pleae contact
phone

at this

number:

A press conference is scheduled
for 

to be held at

News updates wil be provided as additiona inonnation becomes available.
Attched plea fid a copy of an inonnon shee which provides dets conceg
the physica plan, organtion stctre, and fucton of the Cheyenne water system,

Time:

Date:

Signed:
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RATIONIG PLA

The followi Rationig Pla ha bee developed to establish gudelies for implementing
a water rationig plan durg ties of shortes. Ths Plan is broad and encompassing,
highghtig the dieren factors which need to be considered before implementing and
enforcing a water rationig plan, 

Determination Of Action Leel

Based on the followig factors, an "acton level" will be detennned to initiate the
appropriate level of rationig. Thes envionmenta factors include:

forecsted duration of shorte (short-tenn vs, long-tenn);

. rean for shortge (drought, mechaca mafuncton, loss of storage capacity); and

. tie of the yea which the shorte is foreced (sumer vs, witer),

Water syem factors whch nee to be evauated include:

. cuent supply;

CUIent storage capacity;

current number of connecons to the system;

current demand projecons; and

current system use consation pracices,

Water resources avalable to aleviate short tenn shortages that wi be investigated
include:

emergency water supply;

emergency generators for power;

replaceent mechaca equipment (spare pars); and

spare pumps and motors in storage for rapid instlation withi a 48-hour period
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Public Education

The uses of the water system wi be notied imedately of the cUIent or potential
water shorte problem and any raonig or conservation meares to be implemented
though the loca television sttions, and loca radio sttion using a press relea (se
Table 14),

, WATER SUPPLY DECONTAMATION PLA

Whe severa exstng potential contamtion sources exst in the vicity of the Cheyene
water supply, (as preseed in previous sectioris of ths WH Plan), the only perceived
efecs may be inciden contamation of one well. WeUfeld opeators have plan in
place to stop producton ITom tht a contated well and clea the transmission lies
ITom that well,

POTENTI STATE AN FEDERA FUING FOR EMERGENCY
DRIG WATER SUPPLIS

. The cost for the purchae and delivery of short-tenn and long-tenn water supplies must be
detered on a caby-ce basis, mtitely, the burden of the cost of clea up
followig a contation incident, includig the development of an alternative water
source, rests with the par responsible for the incident. However, ther may be no
identable responsible par, or none wi sufcient ficial resources to ca the
burden or mee the imediately incurred costs.

In response to the possibilty of such situtions, in 1989, the Goveror of Wyomig
estlished provisions which alow the Governor's Contigency Fund to be utied for
contaient cleaup, and diposa of substances posing an ement threat to the heath,
saet or welf of hum, widle andlor water of the stte (includig groundwater).
These funds ar avaiable only when imedate acon is requied or the responsble par
is unown. The fuding must be requesed fTm the Governor by the Direcor of the
Wyomig Deparent of Envionmental Qualty.

Limted feder fuding may be avaiable through the Pollution Revolvig Fund,
admistered by the S, Coas Guard, for the reimbursement of stte and federal costs
related to the contanment, removal mitigation, and disposa of oil releases. In addition,
EP A may provide lited fuds to ensure timely initiation of contanment action when use
of the Pollution Revolvig Fund is not authoried, Requests for EPA funds must come
ITom the Governor. Addiona infonnation is available in the Wyomig Oil and
Hadous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (1989) and Secion 311 (k) of the
Clea Water Act.
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TABLE 14

CHYENN WHP PLA
EXLE NEWS RESE FOR WATER RATIONIG

SAMLE IN NEWS RELESE
(For distbuton to preously identied television, radio, and newspaper personnel.)

The following information rearing water shortge problem associated with the
City of Cheyenne Water System:

It is vit that al reidents in the Cheyenne ar observe the following water use,
retrctions unti furter notice:

The charcteritics and potenti public heath hazs associated with this
contaminant are as follows:

City and water syem penonnel ar tang the following steps to addres the
problem:

For further inormtion plea contact
phone

at this

nuber:

A press conference is scheduled
for
to be held at

News updates wi be provided as additional inonnation bemes avaiable,
Atached plea fid a copy of an inormtion shee which provides detais concerng
the physica plan, orgation stcte, and fucton of the Cheyene water system.

Time:

Date:

Signed:
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SOURCE DEVELOPMENT PLA

- '

New Development

The Cit of Cheyene is contuay assesig their water supply verus demad nees as
populaton growt in the area contiues. Accrding to persnal communication with Jim
Van Dom, the City wi rehailtate existg wells in other well fields and dr new wells in
the Borie welleld. Ths rert and the Cheyenne 10 Well rehabiltation report (Weson
Engieerig, 1996) both address the hydrogeologic charcterstcs of the potential new
source of groundwater,

WeUhead Protection Considerations of New WeDs

The location of new wells in an Cheyene welleld nees to be tempered with the
locations of potental contat source. When new well sites are seleced apreli evaluation reort should be prepar depictg the WH A and updating the
potential conta source invenory for the delieated WH A

, Otber Sources

Municipal WeDs. Oter wells in the municipal system could be pumped should one of
the Cheyenne wells beme contaated. Chagig pumping pattern in the muncipal
welleld would be the simplest short-tenn solution to compente for the loss of one of
the muncipal wells.

Surface Water Sources. The City of Cheyene cuently derves approxitely 85% of
its water ftom suce sources. Water supply shortes due to loss of a well in one of the
Cheyene wellelds could be compented by higher exon rates ftom 
sources. Th is asg tht the enti suce appropriation is not being used and 
the trmission lies are not beig us at capacity.
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CITY OF CHEYENNE
WELLHEAD PROTECTION PLAN

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

(REVISED MAY 2006)
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CONCLUSIONS

The aquifers yielding water to the Cheyenne municipal wells are vulnerable to
contamination. The City of Cheyenne will benefit from the completion of a local
WHP plan.

The Tertiary formations in the Cheyenne well fields can exhibit lateral and vertical
variation in lithology over very short distances. Permeabilities in the well fields are
primarily restricted to coarse-grained channel deposits that trend toward the present-
day drainage of Crow Creek.

WHA delineations in the Bell, Borie, and Happy Jack well fields are adequately
modeled with the semi-analytical WHA model. The use of more sophisticated
numerical models will not result in better delineations without significant refinement
of aquifer data, Hydrogeologic and vulnerability mapping provide the most effective
and defensible method of delineating WHPAs in the Federal well field given the
current data set. As more aquifer data become available the WHPAs in the Federal
well field should be refined.

Potential and existing contaminant sources have been identified in the Cheyenne well
field WHP As. Prioritized lists of the sources are developed in this report.

.. \

Recommendations have been made regarding management strategies for dealing with
the contaminant sources, Implementation of management strategies will be at the
discretion of the Cheyenne WHP Committee, The committee should strive to use
non-regulatory strategies when possible,

Contingency planning is important to the Cheyenne public water system. Preparing
for potential contamination scenarios or water shortages before they occur will help to
reduce the response time of the Water and Sewer Department personnel.

The Cheyenne WH Plan should be submitted to the WDEQ/WQD after the WHP
committee has been formed and decisions regarding management strategies have been
made, The completeness checklist found in Appendix H should be consulted prior to
submittal. The Cheyenne WHP Plan must be updated every two years or as new
information concerning the aquifer, wells or contaminant sources becomes available,
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